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My Two Years in the Priest Corps  

 

Joe Novara 

 

Preface: A priest came to administer the sacrament of the sick to my terminally ill father. 

After he left, my father remarked, “Too bad this wasn’t ten years ago. Back then, this would 

have meant something to me. Now…” he twisted his hand in the classic Italian gesture for 

futility and insignificance—who needs it. I knew what he meant. I had followed a similar path 

from zealous, totally engaged seminarian to arm-length indifference to the Catholic Church. 

Some would call it ‘falling away’ from the faith, others, ‘outgrowing’ it. I like to think I outgrew 

my need for the institutional church of my youth. 

This is the story of how I became a Catholic priest and then left the priesthood. In this 

account, I do not speak for other priests or ex-priests of my generation. Nor do I intend to pass 

judgment on the institutions and the changing times I pass through. I simply recount what I 

experienced. If, at times, this narrative seems a bit jaundiced and perhaps even flip, it does not 

mean that during my twelve years of seminary formation and two year’s ministry as a priest I 

wasn’t whole-hearted and fervent in my faith and devotions. That’s not, however, how I am now. 

Therein lies the story. 

By definition, seminarium, is a place to grow seeds. So, it could be said that I spent twelve 

years in a hothouse, cloistered from life. In some respects that was true. All the daily rituals, 

studies and discipline shaped us for a celibate life of ministry and service. On the other hand, 

there was much about those years that was quite ordinary and unexceptional for a young man 

going to an all male high school, spending summers working as a counselor at a summer camp 

and receiving a great education at a small liberal arts college. I lived and traveled abroad during 

my early 20’s and grew through the typical stages of young adulthood—distancing myself from 

formative institutions and emotional memory banks in the run-up to maturity. 

I entered Sacred Heart Seminary as a commuter student at the age of fourteen. In those 

days, the seminary campus housed both the high school and college. I spent the next eight years 

there, graduating with a BA in Philosophy in 1963. My high school freshman class of 120 

students had, by the end of college, been reduced to approximately forty students (twelve of 
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whom were eventually ordained). Those of us continuing in the vocational track would 

predictably go on for four year’s theological studies at nearby St. John’s Provincial Seminary. 

Another classmate and I, by way of exception, were chosen to pursue our theological studies in 

Rome. We resided at the North American College (NAC) with seventy-five other freshmen 

classmates from various dioceses across the United States. We attended lectures, in Latin, at the 

Pontifical Gregorian University (the Greg) with other seminarians from around the world. 

Once in Rome, we were not expected to return home until we either dropped out or were 

ordained four years later. During our stay, 1963-1967, we were immersed in the Second Vatican 

Council (Vatican II) absorbing the tectonic changes in the church on a minute by minute basis 

while the tremors from the Civil Rights movement, anti-war protests and the Age of Aquarius 

back home were only vaguely felt through weekly installments of Time magazine. 

I returned to Detroit as a newly ordained priest in June of 1967 just as a major riot broke 

out in the inner city. After a short stay with my family, I was assigned as an assistant pastor to a 

parish near the rapidly changing neighborhood of my childhood. 

At first, as a young priest, I felt comfortable with my blue-collar parishioners and I was 

eager to share all the energy and enthusiasm built up during twelve years of prayer and study. 

Two years later, at age twenty-nine, I took leave of the parish and the priesthood, angry and 

disillusioned with the church to which I had dedicated myself. 

This story is not an angry tale. Nor is it meant to be an objective history of the times—just 

one man’s experience of a difficult time in the Catholic Church when large numbers of priests 

just before and after my ordination class decided to leave their chosen calling. Perhaps the 

recounting of my experiences, personal, sometimes humorous, may afford insight into the times 

and forces that shaped my life and decisions. And while this account, at times, details time, place 

and incident, it is not meant to be a self-indulgent reminiscence for its own sake. Rather, as one 

of my daughters suggested, I have pared the narrative to ‘what you learned not to do’— which is 

as good a way as any find and share redeeming value from the whole experience. 

I relate my tale in story form, the way I learned so many things as a child. “Years ago...” 

my Uncle Tony would begin, as if he were recounting a medieval fairy tale, and I knew I was 

going to hear about life in the old country, about surviving in the depression, about bootlegging 

in the prohibition.  In this work, I try to follow that oral tradition (minus the tips on rum running) 
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going from anecdote to reflection to moral. Thematic rather than linear, this account is more like 

a mosaic—one small, sharp piece of story at a time adding up to a large picture. 

I have chosen to use first names or fictitious names for the people involved to protect their 

privacy or memory. What I talk about is real. Some of the incidents are compressed or compiled 

for the sake of clarity and pacing but are true nonetheless. 

 

EARLY YEARS 

Mamo and Cagalupu 

Recently, I had occasion to drive through my old neighborhood, a kind of roots-trip, to 

compare the odometer to my memory of four long hikes a day to and from school, to look for 

familiar landmarks, to prod long-dormant memories.  I was shocked by the state of decay and 

dereliction I found. My childhood home from the 40’s and mid 50’s had been demolished. The 

whole neighborhood was shot through with empty lots. 

When I arrived at the playground next to my grade school, I suddenly flashed to Mamo: 

fists clenched, a perpetual green glob glistening on his upper lip, hunched forward in the ring of 

my classmates waiting to administer the ritual thumping I had earned for crossing him. Mario 

Loguardo, held back for three years, was probably educationally challenged and certainly, to our 

dismay, older and bigger than the rest of us fifth graders. But he was part of our neighborhood 

and never really hurt any of us— badly. As I strolled around the parish grounds, I composed a 

letter.  

Dear Mamo: 

How're you doing? I haven't seen you since grade school. I think about you from time to 

time. Especially when I tell my kids stories about you and the old neighborhood. How things 

were in our grade school fifty years ago when we used war-surplus knapsacks for school bags. 

We called our neighborhood, Cagalupu. It's hard to explain what it was, what it meant. It's a 

place where we lived—where the street cars made a loop (car-a-loopo for the old Italians). It was 

an Italian ghetto in a blue collar neighborhood. 

It was a safe place. At least it felt safe and secure with relatives, friends or a well-known 

storekeeper on every block within a square mile. Although I have to admit that you were a source 

of terror for me and my friends. "Gonna get you after school..." would have us quaking in our 
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seats all afternoon. Well, you were thirteen-years old in the fifth grade. No wonder we were 

scared.  

You gave the poor nuns a hard time too. Sometimes I wonder if they saw themselves as 

missionaries—Polish nuns teaching in a predominantly Italian parish. Sister Stella, one of the 

Felician nuns I remember most fondly, would occasionally share her thoughts with us. "Mario", 

she remarked one day, "you give me gray hair. Every night I look in the mirror and see more 

gray hair." We all stared with our mouths open trying to imagine a head of hair under her 

starched coif.  

Then there was the time she had to diplomatically ask you not to sing at daily Mass because 

your voice was changing. She must have laughed under her wimple (if she had the sense of 

humor I suspect she had) the time she set you up with, "Mario, do you mind when someone calls 

you a dago?"  You answered, "Sister, I don't mind when another dago calls me a dago, it's when 

a dumb polack calls me a dago that I get mad.” 

It was obvious that you had trouble with school. But I wonder if you weren’t pretty smart 

after all. I mean, there was me, one of the smart kids in the class, but I took everything the priests 

and nuns told us very seriously: the ranks of angels—cherubim and seraphim, personal guardian 

angels, anti-communism, saying short prayers (ejaculations) throughout the day, buying mission 

babies and especially all the guilt and fear about impure thoughts and deeds, about dying in the 

‘state of sin’ and going to hell. I bet you didn’t worry about all that—at least not very much. I bet 

you weren’t scrupulous, playing the rules of casuistry over and over in your mind trying to 

somehow prove to yourself that some imaginary sin wasn’t really a sin. You were dumb enough 

to take all those warnings and rules as nice suggestions and move on with your life. It took me 

many years to catch up to you.  

Looking back on that school as an adult, it must have been hard on those dedicated women 

who taught us. Do you remember that we had forty-eight kids in our eighth grade class—all in 

one room with no gym, no recess? And the priests. The daily Masses at 7:40 and 8:20;  the 

‘Praised be Jesus Christ, good morning, Father...’, shouted in unison whenever the priest visited 

the classroom; the First Communions with all the little girls in white dresses and boys in blue 

suits and white-ribbon arm bands carrying lilies in a procession around the church.  

When you think about it, the priests used the First Communion routine to get non-

practicing families back to church. And there were plenty of those parents around. For them, 
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religion was part of their heritage. They were born Italian. They were born Catholic...‘and don’t 

you forget it’. But they only stopped for religion at important crossroads of their lives.  

The priests knew who they were dealing with. The devout parents—no problem. The other 

ones needed a little friendly persuasion. Parents were expected to flank their first-communion-

child at the altar rail and if they didn’t want to look bad in front of their friends they had to go to 

confession and receive communion even if they hadn’t done so since their wedding. Smooth 

move by our old-school Italian pastor, Father Anthony—playing nominal Catholicism against 

family pride. 

The priests and nuns had their work cut out for them in the parishes of Cagalupu. And 

when they weren't dealing with the generation that came directly from the old country, they were 

trying to change the religious attitudes and practices of the second and third generations—us—

by making sure we had the education, the attitudes, the kind of self control we needed to make a 

decent life for ourselves and our kids to come. I wonder if the priests and nuns thought about 

their churches, their schools, their boys’ clubs, altar societies and parish outings as ways to make 

whole groups of people otherwise isolated and ostracized in the larger society, feel part of a 

larger group in which they were an important element? 

Hey Mamo, none of us belonged to a country club, not even the YMCA, right?  But the 

church, we had, with a boy’s club that met on Monday nights. We cut out plywood figures with 

jig saws and painted them. We wrestled and ran in the gym. Mainly we got out of the house to 

give our mothers a break. On Tuesday and Thursday we played basketball with volunteer 

coaches. One season we even got uniforms and played four scheduled games. So who needed 

Little League?  

And we had paper drives. And we had a Christmas pageant every year. And each spring the 

whole school took buses to Walled Lake Amusement Park for a day. Remember?  Altar boys got 

free tickets, priests wore sport shirts, nuns took rides in a Chris Craft on the lake and I remember 

holding hands with Marie Miller in the spooky house.  

Parishes. If you wanted to belong, you had something to belong to. If someone asked where 

you went to school, you said "St. Cyril" and they knew it wasn't St. Jude, nor worse yet the 

public schools—A.L.Holmes and Burroughs. The parish was an important part of Cagalupu. It 

centered a lot of energy and in turn shaped us for later life. 
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As a kid, didn't it seem that the parish, the school, the neighborhood and our relatives all 

ran together?  And why not?  On any given May evening I might collect cousins who lived 

across the street and walk to church for a rosary and benediction. On the way, we could stop at 

any of five different corner stores for penny candy. I could wave to Uncle Leo who lived on 

Isham, Uncle Tony on Peter Hunt, Uncle Jim on Rohns. After church, I could hang out with 

classmates, stop at a friend’s house...maybe say ‘hi’ to Gramma.  

On Sunday after church, my Dad used to shop at Ventimiglia's. How about that store? 

There were snails in wicker baskets, bananas hanging in bunches next to dried oregano and 

garlic, barrels of olives and bins full of roasted chick peas. And across the street was the fish and 

chicken market—live chickens waiting in cages to be selected, dispatched, plucked and dressed. 

In those pre-TV days that was a lot of entertainment—smells, sounds, blood and gore. Well, 

maybe not for you. I was easily entertained. Next block was the Spada cheese company where 

they made ricotta cheese. Who needed supermarkets? A person could find everything within a 

couple of blocks—hardly more distance than a good sized jumbo mart today.  

Did your grandfather belong to the Italian-American club? That was much more important 

than church for my grandfather. As often as he could, he would walk over to see his buddies to 

play briscola or pinochle by the hour. It was a place where a man could feel at home, or at least 

remember something of home, far away in the old country. 

But now my grandfather is gone, as are his friends. The club is no longer. The ghetto 

moved north, the other side of Eight Mile Road, to Harper Woods and Roseville and St. Clair 

Shores. Ventimiglia's followed. The corner stores closed. My uncles have passed on. My 

grandma's house on Georgia was razed. Our classmates have become architects, teachers, FBI 

agents, priests, ex-priests and who knows what else. 

The church has been converted into a non-denominational congregation. The pastor who 

had so lovingly brought statues from Italy and had angels painted in the arches would be revolted 

by the current state of the property. In its prime, there was a grade school, a high school, a gym, 

a rectory for the three priests and a convent for the fourteen Felician nuns. The fence post next to 

the convent drive way is still bent where my mother backed into it, years ago, but the convent 

itself—once a place of cloistered serenity and whispering robes is now agape—doors and 

windows opening on garishly painted rooms. 

The whole neighborhood, as we knew it, is gone. 
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So, Mamo, I don't know if I would recognize you if I saw you. Or your sister Rose, for that 

matter. And I don’t think we could ever go back to the way things were, even if everything could 

have stayed the same for fifty years. I wouldn't be afraid of you beating me up, I’m guessing, 

because at our age, three years older means just the opposite than it did then. And I know I could 

correct some of the facts-of-life you taught us in the restroom. But that whole time and place 

called Cagalupu is gone. It was a rich experience. I'm glad we were part of it. It's sad that my 

kids couldn't experience it. But it’s gone and we’ve moved on. 

All the best, 

Joe Novara 

 

By the late 50’s, Cagalupu, as an Italian enclave, had pretty much blended into the suburbs.  

In the late ‘60’s, I was assigned to a parish just a couple miles up the road from my childhood 

turf. I knew the territory; I knew some of the remaining old-timers—my Uncle Tony was 

actually in my parish. I gave Holy Communion to a woman who babysat me. Some of the 

homebound, Italian-speaking elderly women reminded me of my grandmother.  

I knew these devout people. I knew what they were looking for in their religion—the very 

things I had sought growing up: the security of clearly defined boundaries announced 

emphatically and often; the anxiety-soothing predictability of ritual and devotions, and the 

comfort of floating half awake in the billowy bosom of Mother Church.  

At the same time, I remembered the arm length Catholics, the detached, the indifferent, the 

men in my neighborhood who had little need for formal religion. Strangely, while I served the 

former, I found myself more and more aligned with the latter. While the families of Cagalupo 

were assimilating into the larger culture and moving into the suburbs, I was moving on as well.  

 

Inner City Pioneers 

But that was not the case with Father G and Sister J. 

As I continued my nostalgia trip, I drove a couple of blocks to a neighboring church—as 

much a part of my childhood territory as my home parish and now, almost as badly reduced. The 

church was still there. The rectory. The grade school was repurposed to a community program. 

The convent was gone. It was no longer the place I knew as a chaplain to the high school.  
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Circling the block I spotted an old man heading into the back door of the church. I pulled 

up, intending to ask if Sister J was around. She had been the principal of the high school in the 

‘60s and was rumored to still be there—the last remaining nun out of a convent full of 

Dominican Sisters. We had enjoyed many a twenty minute break from our schedules, chatting in 

her office. I missed the shy smile and soft voice that downplayed her administrative competence 

and fierce loyalty and dedication.  

The man in corduroys, a frayed plaid shirt and a Detroit Tiger baseball cap turned to greet 

me. 

"Hey, Ger!" I called out. 

After a studied glance, Father G called back, "Joe. What's up?" 

A few years older than I, he was still obviously involved in his ministry. “Come on inside, 

I’ve got to set up for a mass.” 

I followed the aging priest into the vestry, a high ceiling room, one wall filled with walnut 

stained drawers, closets and shelves which previously held multi-colored, ornately embroidered 

liturgical vestments. I could detect a faint whiff of incense, bees wax and furniture polish under 

the dusty fug of second hand stores. It wasn’t hard to picture a priest, from my days as an altar 

boy, in an ankle length cassock standing before the full array of starched, white linen under-

vestments laid out on the counter waiting to be donned in a regimented sequence before 

completing the day’s liturgically correct ensemble with a colored stole and chasuble. 

The rest of the room was a warren of boxes filled with canned goods.  “...food supplement 

program,” Father G called, wending his way between the stacks like a stock boy at a 

supermarket. I paused for a moment, caught between the church that was and the church that is. 

“I’ve got an evening liturgy in an hour,” he explained, grabbing a couple of folding chairs and 

heading into an adjoining room containing a simple table, a Bible, a plain white stole and a semi-

circle of a dozen chairs. 

"Why not the church?" I asked. 

"Too big. Too cold. Takes too much to heat,” he called over his shoulder. 

I peeked out the sanctuary door at the chill dark church that at one time would have been 

warm and well lit to accommodate a capacity crowd of pious faithful. Another time, another 

church. 
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I helped arrange the chairs for the smaller, more intimate liturgy to come. I wondered if 

Father G’s community, down-sized by shifting demographics, might not be a model of the 

church to come—full cycle back to the way the very early church used to be. 

"What's your homily going to be?" I asked. 

He grabbed three pages, folded lengthwise, from his back pocket and shoved them at me. 

Punched out on a manual typewriter, his sermon was good.  No cliches.  Strong message 

followed by a call to action. I respect a good sermon. I consider it a touchstone of serious 

dedication to a priestly vocation. It’s so easy to resort to bromides and platitudes. It takes work—

serious reflection, research and skill to craft a meaningful, cogent message. 

As a priest, I had always made a special effort on my sermons. One Sunday, from the 

height of the pulpit, I spotted my brother-in-law, who had been in the seminary with me through 

college, in the congregation. I had worked hard on that morning’s homily and was pleased and 

proud to have him listen to it. He would appreciate it—for sure. From then on, whenever I 

prepared my sermons, I talked to Ernie—‘how’s that?’ ‘make sense?’ 

Into his seventies, Father G was still putting effort into his homilies. That’s dedication. 

I went over to the rectory to find Sister J. Strange that a nun would be living with a priest 

under the same roof. But it was a big roof and a huge building that used to be home to four or 

five priests. Now it just looked old. The kitchen had chrome plated chairs with shiny vinyl seats. 

The front room couches were as lumpy and sunken as halfway-house furniture. 

Sister J’s smile was the same, as was her voice. And soon she was talking, with the 

enthusiasm I recalled from the past, of her recent efforts to establish and run an experimental 

high school. 

Father G and Sister J—missionaries to Detroit’s East Side, urban-renewed wasteland. As I 

drove home, I had to wonder if I had skipped out too soon—had left right after the bloom went 

off the romance of priestly work. Theirs has been a lifelong commitment. Mine was a kind of 

'living together' arrangement—fine as long it worked. I refused to become a physical-emotional 

wreck—a martyr to my vows. Obviously, that was not a problem for that priest and that 

particular nun. 
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Why I Went to the Seminary 

That's what I did—I went to the seminary as a freshman in high school. I wasn't at all sure 

that I wanted to be a priest. 

I had liked the liturgy in our cozy little church. It was soothing and predictable and felt 

secure like my neighborhood—an extension of the familiar and the familial. I was drawn to the 

colors and smells—the theatre of the liturgy. As soon as I could, I became an altar boy. It was no 

small task to memorize Latin responses to the dialogue I was to engage in with the celebrant in 

place of the congregation. I struggled to memorize the formulas: Introibo ad altare dei, deus qui 

laetificat juventutem meam. But eventually I passed the test and was able to get closer to the 

magic and mystery behind the communion rail. I was enthralled by the mumbled ritual and my 

part in it; the special magic of donning a cassock and surplice and climbing the scarlet carpeted 

steps to light the bees wax candles; to set out the water and wine cruets and to light the charcoal 

in the censer which would billow clouds of exotic incense. In order to participate in this daily 

ritual I was willing to get up at 5:45, hitch a ride with my uncle Rocco on snow covered 

mornings to serve the 6:30 Mass before a faithful congregation of five or six people. 

After several years of this dedicated service, my pastor, Father Anthony concluded that I 

might be a prospect for the priesthood and called me into his office. I studied the racks of 

rosaries and scapulars, medals and holy cards in the cabinet behind his desk. A picture of the 

head of Christ from the Shroud of Turin loomed on the periphery of my vision. Father Anthony, 

probably in his fifties in those days, cut a striking figure: Gray-streaked black hair rolled in 

carefully brushed waves from his prominent forehead. I wished I could do that with my hair. 

Being very conscious of shoe styles at that time of my life, I noticed his old-man, arch-support 

shoes under the desk. He folded his hands, leaned forward and asked, "I wonder if you have 

considered going to the seminary?" He must have read the surprised look on my face and the 

beginning of an objection because he quickly added, "You don't have to decide to become a 

priest. You can just go there and try it out. If you don't like it, you can leave at any time. At the 

very least you'll be getting a very good education." 

The next week was 'vocation week' in the archdiocese so the newest assistant pastor, shy, 

red-headed, Father Harold, took me and a couple of other altar boys to St. John's Theological 

Seminary in Plymouth, Michigan. At one point in the visit, I recall standing at a balcony that 

looked down on the sunlit library where two seminarians were silently reading in the hushed 
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monastic setting. I was smitten—it was so serene, so peaceful, not at all like my tiny home 

stuffed with five children, where I had to sleep on a mat on the dining room floor. Not like my 

overcrowded parochial school classroom of forty-eight kids simmering in a stew of bubbling 

hormones and budding girls. There was space and quiet and above all distance from the tumult of 

puberty threatening more grounds for scrupulosity on the horizon. 

So that's why I went to the seminary, not to become a priest but to find out if I wanted to 

become a priest, and to hide from girls. 

Our priest teachers played right into my needs: "Watch out for girls. Be careful that you 

don't lose your vocation over summer vacation. Spend enough time around a girl and she can 

become very interesting. And it's not just from your end. Girls find you very attractive—you're 

dedicated to a supernatural cause, to an ideal that puts you out of bounds, unattainable. What a 

catch you would make if they can snatch you away from God—a pretty flattering competitor." 

Another time, speaking to the theme that real men don’t need women, one of our teachers 

reminded us that we wouldn’t have a sweet wife waiting to comfort us after a hard day at work. 

We were being called to an elite corps—the few, the proud, the ordained. 

Not all our professors were that direct but it was clearly understood that we were not 

supposed to date or have any regular connection with mixed groups. If I didn't have to make a 

definite decision about becoming a priest, I at least had to act like I was going to do that. 

The theological seminary, seen from a balcony, may have looked peaceful and serene but 

the high school seminary, with 120 entry-level classmates, was loud and raucous. The majority 

of us were commuters called day dogs by the live in, out of town house rats. We had four classes 

every morning, Monday through Saturday. Wednesdays we had the afternoons free to play sports 

in lieu of practicing yet more celibacy. In the winter, the gym and handball courts were fairly 

throbbing with desperate sublimation. 

Going to the seminary in high school and the first year of college, meant an hour-long bus 

ride each way and bell driven class changes six days a week. So much for tranquility. By the 

time I was far enough along to attend the peaceful theological seminary, I had been sent to Rome 

where the setting was more peaceful but my mind was in turmoil between the ongoing Vatican 

Council and the postponed decision that Father Anthony had proposed. Sunlit monastic libraries 

could be tranquil places but important decisions would follow me there. 
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While it was true that I could have left the seminary at any time, I was not tuned into the 

pressure and dynamics of enrolling in a behaviorally engineered system. Once I entered the 

school, I felt no more psychologically free to leave the seminary than a marine recruit could walk 

away from boot camp. I was part of a noble venture, aspiring to an ideal, a challenge. I was 

immediately drawn into the conditioning—mental, spiritual and physical—based on the premise 

that I had a vocation as long as seminary life agreed with me and I with it. Of course, I had to 

play my part: obey the rules, get good grades, avoid girls and generally keep in the good graces 

of the faculty who made decisions about my suitability for the priesthood. I may have been 

hedging at the beginning but soon I was convinced that I had a vocation and had to take 

measures to protect it. 

I may have delayed, arrested if you will, my adolescent development by going to the 

seminary, but eventually I had to face it, albeit in an accelerated form, as a twenty eight year-old. 

A fellow Detroiter, Joe Louis once said about an upcoming boxing opponent, "He can run but he 

can't hide." Puberty and rebellion would catch up to me, eventually. 

 

Faculty Priests as Role Models 

I had mixed feelings about the men who served as teachers and mentors for us. They were 

fine men who taught us well. We knew them for eight years. Some of them taught us in both 

high school and college. We frequently and regularly visited them in their living quarters for 

heart to heart talks and guidance. They played sports with us and coached our basketball team. 

We worked with them at summer camps. As I said, they were fine men. Admired. But I 

somehow never got past considering them as, well, father figures. As our teachers, they held 

academic power. Failing grades could lead to dismissal from the seminary. As vocational 

mentors, they would observe us and from time to time ask one or another fellow to leave. So, in 

part, I felt like I was living with benevolent dictators. Some examples: 

One day in class, there was a knock on the door. Someone asked to see three students. They 

left and were never seen again. I knew one of the students, let’s call him, Russ. He was actually a 

classmate from my home parish. I spent time at his house. Our parents were acquaintances. You 

could say we grew up together although we were never close friends. 

During the summer following our sophomore year in high school, Russ worked at the same 

summer camp I did. We all slept in the junior counselor cabin, Russ in the bunk above me. 
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Sleeping face down one night, I awoke to a hand persistently groping along my backside trying 

to reach around in front. Once I realized what was going on, I whipped over, coiled both legs and 

kicked the sagging bunk above. 

The next day I corralled a priest, who was visiting the camp, for a quick consult—should I 

report what happened the night before. The priest thought about it for a moment then basically 

said to let it slide for now because sometimes young men aren’t real sure of themselves just yet. 

So, when Russ left the classroom and never came back I could only conclude that he had 

oriented himself, perhaps too openly. As for the other two, who knew? We weren’t about to ask. 

I never considered it strange that people could be whisked off into vocational oblivion with no 

general explanation. It was how things were done. 

Here’s another example of the unquestioned authority our superiors wielded. Father 

William who always offered me a sympathetic ear, and impressed me with his ability to nod 

empathetically whenever I stopped by to chat with him, called me to his room one evening just 

before I graduated college. I took in his familiar spartan quarters, plain furniture, walls of history 

books. I was wearing my black cassock—we wore the robes during our last two years of college.  

I had arranged for several of my classmates to give a preview of the philosophy program to 

sophomores entering that phase of their studies the following fall. 

Father William was the man I had turned to in high school to complain that another 

basketball player, certainly not as good as I, had been chosen over me to play on a team. The 

unfairness had me on the point of tears. Father William nodded empathetically. I felt better. 

“Joe,” he began, “I understand you’re giving an orientation to philosophy to some 

underclassmen and that you’ve included Bob as one of the presenters. 

“Uh-huh.” 

“Well, I don’t want Bob to be on that panel.” When I opened my mouth to ask why, he 

continued, “We’re asking Bob to leave after graduation and I don’t want him representing us.” 

I was shocked. Bob was a close personal friend. I had no idea he was about to be booted 

out of the seminary. Furthermore, what I was being asked to do would be insulting to him. I 

flushed, gulped. “Then I’ll just cancel the whole thing.” 

Father William glowered through his shaggy eyebrows. “So, you’re just going to take your 

marbles and go home. Is that it?” 
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I hadn’t played this game before. I couldn’t think of how to respond. Habits of submission, 

compliance and unquestioned obedience kicked in. I left his room confused, upset, angry. But I 

did the inservice. That’s what the promise of obedience to my bishop meant—I was being trained 

and tested to do just that. And, if I didn’t think of it at the time, a few weeks later when I was 

chosen to go to Rome for my theological studies, I realized that I might not have been given that 

opportunity had I pushed back and refused to cooperate. 

Admiration, careful closeness, polite deference mixed with wariness were lessons I carried 

forward when dealing with authority figures in other parts of my life. 

 

It Wasn’t All Prayers, Books and Liturgy 

As monotonous, boring and repetitive as those eight years in the seminary were, I also had 

fun. 

Summers in high school, I relished the opportunity to escape our tiny house, crammed with 

siblings, and head up North to a boy’s camp where I worked as a junior counselor in the 

company of other seminarians. Fresh air, horseback riding, swimming, fishing, days off with 

older counselors to explore neighboring resort towns—what’s not to like? I knew the other 

counselors from school. The priest director taught me church history during the year. It was 

seminary ‘lite’, but exciting nonetheless. 

Back at school, we put on plays. I directed Requiem for a Heavyweight, casting a 130- 

pound classmate as the lead. Every Easter we put on a Passion Play even though the plot was 

well known and no one wanted the honor of playing Mary under the cross. 

We sang beautiful polyphony and Gregorian chant as part of the choir. For the holidays, we 

performed a Christmas chorale. I even had a solo for one event—Christmas Around the World. 

Because I knew Spanish, I was asked to sing a traditional Mexican lullaby to baby Jesus. I 

stepped forward, took a deep breath, and got out the first two bars of the long, one-breath 

opening before my diaphragm seized up. I paused. Tried again. Same result. Red faced, I segued 

to the bridge and finished the song. As I said, we had fun. 

The summer in Mexico between my third and fourth year of college was fun, too.  Several 

of us seminarians went along as part of a student exchange program. We attended a language 

school in Mexico City where, because of the well-structured immersion program, our 

background in Latin, and living with local families, we made very rapid progress. After three 
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weeks, armed with a 1000-word vocabulary, I was able to live for a week in a mountain parish 

where no one, except for an attractive coed I was happily surprised to find stationed there, spoke 

English. 

It was a thoroughly engaging experience. Karen and I hit it off with the young people in 

Tamasopo. We swam under waterfalls and inside florescent blue grottoes. We played volleyball 

and had long discussions comparing our cultures. 

I stayed with Padre Cisneros, the local priest, sleeping in the adobe office next to his 

church. One day, just before the arrival of the twice-a-day train—the only connecting 

transportation in or out of the village—Padre Cisneros invited me to join him on his pastoral 

rounds to outlying villages. We got off the train at an unmarked stop. The only structure in sight 

was a simple kiosk—two Pepsi cases, a board and a few bottles of warm soda. When I bought 

one, the salesgirl asked, “Do they have Pepsi in the United States, too?” 

Someone met us with two horses and we rode farther incountry. We stopped at a small 

collection of huts and a thatch roofed church where the padre promptly set to hearing 

confessions. In a quiet moment, I noticed a chicken hopping along with a strangely shaped leg. 

Father stuck his head out and asked me to see if I could come up with an impromptu sermon for 

the fifty or so people waiting to be shriven. I gathered a few thoughts while one of the men fired 

up a gas generator behind the church to power the PA system—a mic and speaker—out front. As 

any public speaker knows, the hardest part of a speech is getting started. I took a deep breath and 

got out the first two sentences when Padre came running up, grabbed the mic and said, “You’ll 

have to understand, this young man is from the U.S. and doesn’t speak Spanish very well. So 

indulge him, please.” 

After that glowing endorsement, I gathered a little dignity and self-presence and began 

again only to be interrupted a second time. “...but he’s a good-hearted sort and means well, all 

the same.” 

I was grateful for a full ten minutes to blather on about God and forgiveness and the 

wedding coming up in the morning—uninterrupted. Much later, fully dark out, Padre directed me 

to a hammock strung under what seemed like an open-air room. “Better this than bed bugs,” he 

explained.  

Tired as I was, I didn’t sleep well. At first light, I could make out an unoccupied bed a 

couple of steps away—bed bugs be damned, I need a couple of hours of solid sleep. I scrambled 
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out of the hammock and pounced...onto coil springs hiding under a thin cover. Before slipping 

back into the hammock, I tried to locate a bathroom. In the gray morning light, I spotted an 

outhouse at the end of a short path. I stumbled in and waited for a moment for the structure to 

stop quivering and shaking and then glanced down the hole to the bottom of a cliff 100 feet 

below. It didn’t take me long to finish. 

That morning’s breakfast included a chicken stew. I couldn’t help noticing a drum stick 

bent at a strange angle. After we ate, we were back on the horses and trotting to a rendezvous 

with the 12:00 train. 

Two nights later, Karen—my American paesana— and I caught the midnight train for San 

Luis Potosi and a bus ride back to the Capital. She rested her head on my shoulder and slept all 

the way and I couldn’t get her out of my mind for six months once back in the seminary. 

So, yes I had fun in and out of the seminary during those formative years. 

 

 

IN ROME 

 

Jumping Right In...First Visit to St. Peter’s  

I waved goodbye to my parents from the rail of the S.S. Leonardo da Vinci until we cleared 

New York harbor on our way to Italy. There were seventy-five of us seminarians berthed in 

second class on our way to study theology in Rome. The one-week trip was a way for us to bond 

and catch up on the latest folk songs blowin’ in the wind. 

Shortly after the new freshman class had arrived in Rome and were comfortably ensconced 

in the North American College with 200 other upper classmen, we were told that there were a 

number of tickets available for a beatification ceremony (a step in the sainthood process) at St. 

Peter’s. Since we had yet to visit the basilica, my Detroit classmate, Paul and I each grabbed a 

ticket each and white surplices (the white choir-robe cover most familiar to Catholics as altar boy 

garb) to go over our brand new cassock-uniforms. As we approached the barricades in front of 

the Basilica, we recognized Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, very popular at the time for his weekly 

television homilies, talking to a man and woman. Recognizing our school ‘colors’, he explained 

that the American couple in front of him were upset that they couldn't get into St Peter’s without 
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a ticket and that they would have to leave in the morning. Paul and I looked at each other. 

Shrugged. Paul spoke for both of us, "We're going to be here for four years, take our tickets." 

"Bless you," Bishop Sheen said.  

At that point, a Swiss Guard standing nearby, pointed to Paul and me and said, "Clerics at 

the side entrance." Win-win. We were in, too. 

As we entered through the side door, an upper classmate approached us. "How would you 

like to get into the papal procession?" he asked. I had had enough experience with initiations in 

other contexts to suspect a hazing set-up. "Are you sure this is okay? We don't want to embarrass 

ourselves or the college." 

"No problem. At worst, they'll tell you to get out of line." 

Paul raised his eyebrows—why not? 

We donned our surplices and headed for the side aisle where a gold and red velvet throne, 

meant to be carried, was ensconced in front of Michelangelo's Pieta. Behind the throne stretched 

a long line of clerics. The first ranks were red robed cardinals followed by bishops who in turn 

were followed by black-robed priests. We took a deep breath, then in the tradition of all good 

con men, strolled past the waiting ranks as though we knew exactly what we doing and where we 

were going—which of course was at the very end of the procession. 

Stuck at the end of line like a mile-long traffic jam, we couldn't see nor tell what was going 

on up ahead. But suddenly, what must have been a four or five-piece brass band began playing a 

kind of fanfare and we could hear loud shouts of, "Le Luce! Le Luce!"—the lights! the lights! 

We had no idea of where we were going or what we were in for. 

Finally, the line in front of us began moving and we began to march at a stately pace. I 

fearfully eyed the Swiss Guards at the end of the aisle where the procession turned into what had 

to be the main aisle down the center of St. Peter’s. I focused on the menacing halberd clenched 

by the gold and purple clad guard, half expecting to see it drop in front of us and to hear, “You! 

Out!” 

That's when we turned the corner. Barricades created an uninterrupted path into a keyhole 

shaped space rapidly filling with Cardinals from the head of the line. There was no way out. We 

were in an episcopal valley. Row upon row of miter crowned bishops sat in the tiered benches 

created for the debates and discussions of the Vatican Council. As we inched forward, we saw 

Bishop Sheen. He winked and gave us a ‘thumbs up’. Twenty yards later, Paul nudged me. Our 
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bishop, Archbishop John Dearden, recognized us and offered a cold eye. Oops. His secretary, 

Monsignor Joe, at his side, did a surreptitious fist clench—way to go guys. 

Finally, we were in the keyhole somehow crowded up against the papal palanque. As the 

formal ceremony droned on, a low-pitched voice behind us said, "I see you boys are from the 

North American College. Where do you all come from?" 

"Detroit," Paul and I answered the bishop in unison. 

"I'm from Montana. Great cattle country..." 

My many visits to St. Peter’s over the next four years were never the same, certainly not in 

intensity. Not even my ordination which took place right where we chatted with the cowboy 

bishop. I was learning to temper awe in the face of public figures and liturgical ceremony.  

 

Microcosm/Macrocosm 

The Gregorian University exposed me to a challenging educational experience. Classes 

were held in large lecture halls, or aulae, some shaped like amphitheatres. The students came 

from around the world wearing black, or in the case of the Germans, florescent-red cassocks. The 

universal language for textbooks, lectures and oral exams was Latin. 

Our multi-national Jesuit professors spiced the cold scholastic Latin lectures with their own 

native accents.  Father Fuchs, who reminded me of a silver haired U Boat commander, leaned 

across the lectern snapping out moral theology lessons in guttural German. Padre Bernini’s bald 

pate barely rose above the microphone as he squeaked out scriptural studies with a Spanish 

flavor. Father Dunker taught us Hebrew in Dutch-flavored Latin. Italian professors sounded most 

at home in their ancestral tongue. In one instance, Father Bertolli became so wrapped up in his 

lecture that he couldn’t help slipping into Italian. What a linguistic revelation—a black and white 

movie flashing into blazing color. Amor, for instance, in medieval scholastic Latin means 

love...plain and simple, a term, a concept. Amore, on the other hand, was the boy and girl 

clinching under the viaduct, a hot song, a mother on the street calling her child. So when the 

professor spoke of amore rather than amor, the room was charged with energy. 

Once, Father Smith, from Boston, had his lecture interrupted by a bird flying through an 

open window into our aula. He paused, then remarked in his New England twang, “Hanc aulam 

est per aves.” The American students chuckled. The other global representatives could only 

wonder what, ‘This place is for the birds,’ could mean. 
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So, there was a language gap for us as first year students. We presumably had studied 

classical Latin for many years in our seminaries back home and some of us had used Latin text 

books to study philosophy. But we had never had entire lectures in Latin, let alone oral exams at 

the end of each semester. Add comprehension of the concepts and we entering students 

welcomed the tutorials offered by older priests assigned to Rome for advanced studies. These 

extra classes were held in the evening at our North American College residence. 

It wasn’t long, however, before we got an ear for the lectures and got the drift of each 

course. And, because our professors were prominent authorities in their respective branches of 

theology, they produced their own textbooks and lectured from them. This meant that we could 

digest their courses and still have time for other reading and research before the annual exam in 

June. One of the professors, no longer actively lecturing, Father Bernard Lonergan, was rumored 

to have been stopped by a student who complained that 90% of the class couldn’t comprehend 

his lecture. He replied, “I’m talking to the 10%.” His book, Insight, triggered an almost cult like 

explosion of study groups among my classmates. A returning priest student, a Lonergan disciple, 

facilitated small group evening sessions in our student rooms. 

Quite apart from Father Lonergan’s elitist approach to learning, his book occasioned an 

unintended insight for me—groups were a great way to learn. In the face of the Gregorian 

Universities’ top down torrent of information, a small group proved to be a more congenial and 

efficient way for me to absorb and solidify concepts. Macrocosm vs. microcosm. 

Similarly, I felt a need to counterbalance living in the company of a homogeneous group of 

men with the reality grounding experience of an expatriot American family. Louise, a single 

parent, welcomed me, and many other seminarians, to play ‘uncle’ to her two girls and two boys. 

Field trips, picnics, babysitting and just plain hanging out with those remarkable children became 

a regular part of my Roman existence. Macrocosm/microcosm. 

 As a priest in Detroit, it wasn’t long before I formed study groups with intellectually 

curious and searching parishioners. We explored post Vatican II documents, the war in Vietnam 

and the Civil Rights movement. This was the age of sensitivity training and group experience. I 

felt right at home. In the face of the anonymity of a huge urban parish, I got close to several 

families and looked forward to playing ‘uncle’ to their children as well. Macrocosm/microcosm. 

To this day I continue to value the combined wisdom inherent in groups and see it as a 

marvelous way for adults to learn from each other. I have sought out group learning 
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environments for photography classes, film discussion, and my personal writing. I have even 

integrated peer review exercises into the writing classes I teach. I learned a lot from my seminary 

study groups. 

 

Madre Pascalina 

"Ow!" I cried, holding my jaw and spitting out a small stone from a mouthful of bean soup. 

My tablemates in the NAC refectory looked up. 

"Another one?" George asked. 

"Uhmm," I mumbled. "That's it, I'm going to see Madre," I vowed. 

'Madre' was Madre Pascalina, the mother superior of the convent on the grounds of our 

seminary. The group of nuns she headed were dedicated to cooking the meals, cleaning the 

building and washing the clothes for the 300 seminarians living at the North American College. 

At the time I thoughtlessly considered them part of the landscape—a teenager’s entitlement to 

maternal care. Sometimes we even laughed at their naiveté, like the time an upper classman read 

a straight faced, prelunch announcement—"We have a note here from the sisters in the laundry. 

They want us to quit blowing our noses in the sheets." 

Now that I think about it, perhaps they weren’t so naive. Maybe they were being very 

diplomatic or better yet, having a laugh at our expense, setting us up with one of their inside 

jokes. 

Back to Madre Pascalina, sometimes called La Popessa (Italian for female pope). There 

have been a number of books and even a musical about this amazing woman who for twenty 

years was chief aide and confidante to Pope Pius XII (Eugenio Pacelli). Seeing to his every need, 

she apparently was a perfect complement to the aristocratic pontiff. She was at his side at all 

times, even during the male only consistory that elected him to the papacy. Once Cardinal Pacelli 

was elected, Madre Pascalina assumed a position of great power by controlling access to the 

pontiff and acting as a first advisor and counselor. 

One interesting story told of the influential nun has Laura Petacci, Mussolini's mistress, 

approaching Sister Pascalina near the end of the dictator's reign. Her request was to see if the nun 

could prevail upon the pope to grant asylum to Mussolini's family in the face of looming 

reprisals. When Madre brought up the subject with the pontiff, his reported reply was, "But we 
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can't deal with her, she is the reputed mistress to Il Duce." Madre replied, "That's what they say 

about us, holiness. We cannot judge." 

But as powerful as she was, as soon as the pope died, this exceptional woman was whisked 

out of the Vatican by the very men who had been subjected to her controlling influence. Now she 

was located within the shadow of St. Peter's Basilica at the North American College. And there I 

was, standing before her, in her spartan office—concrete floor and walls, functional desk—in the 

bowels of the building just outside the delivery dock. It was a long cry from the gilded halls of 

the Vatican. Her face, squeezed by her starched wimple, looked like a dried apple about to burst.  

I took a deep breath, “Madre,” I said in Italian, “many of us are concerned about the rocks 

we find in our soup.” 

I waited for a cold stare followed by an acerbic quip delivered with the practiced ease of a 

person used to walking the corridors of power. Instead she pleaded and whined about her budget 

and the price of victuals and ended by shedding a tear. Was this the same woman who faced 

down Cardinals, who administered the Marshall Plan for post-war Italy? Then I realized that 

there are moments when the person and the situation come together in a perfect fit of time and 

place. And then it ends—the moment irretrievably past. It wasn’t fair to continue defining her by 

her past. Eventually, I learned not to define myself by the priestly work I did for a short time in 

my life. 

 

Popes Come and Popes Go 

Madre Pascalina was not the only carry-over from a past generation. I once had occasion to 

look up Cardinal Dante who, as Papal Master of Ceremonies, stage managed the majestic 

liturgical rituals conducted in St. Peter’s Basilica. I was ushered into his high ceilinged, spare but 

elegant apartment. I studied huntsmen and hounds roiling across a faded tapestry. My gilded, red 

velvet chair was more elegant than comfortable. Then Cardinal Dante shuffled into the room. His 

octogenarian face was as seamed and crazed as the antique porcelain vase basking in a shaft of 

late afternoon sun. As I kissed his proffered hand, I expected to smell incense and candles from 

the man who had spent his life guiding pontiffs through grand liturgical spectacles. Instead, he 

just smelled clean with a hint of hair oil from his rigidly sculpted coif. 

After introductions and pleasantries about his friend, my childhood pastor and entrée, 

Father Anthony, I finally got around to asking about his changing role as papal master of 
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ceremonies. At the time, the Vatican Council was deliberately and methodically eliminating 

much of the Renaissance pomp and opulence surrounding papal appearances. A particular target 

was pontifical processions with bearers carrying the Pope on a portable throne, ostrich feather 

fans on both sides and a cleric in front regularly burning pieces of flax while intoning 'sic transit 

gloria mundi'—so passes the glory of the world. I thought the Cardinal might have some very 

explicit thoughts on the apparent downsizing of his lifelong job. 

He paused, chin high, offering me a Dick Tracy profile of his classic aquiline nose, and 

with the practiced air of a longtime courtier, expressed a fine tuned diplomatic opinion, "I have 

served six pontiffs. Popes come and popes go." Then he turned to me, eyes, gray and steely with 

resolve, as if to say we can wait out this storm too. 

On my way back to the college, I recalled a quote from Pope John XXIII, the force behind 

the Vatican II aggiornamento, "Sono in un’ sacco, qui!" —I'm in a bag here. I had just witnessed 

the kind of resolute resistance coming from the bureaucracy that surrounded the Pope of Change. 

What have I learned from Cardinal Dante? At the time, behind the surge of Vatican II, I felt 

the triumphant righteousness of a reformer riding the wave of liturgical change. Many years 

later, I notice a conservative swing back to an accommodation for Latin Masses and other 

practices of Pre-Vatican II vintage. Catholics look for what they want and need from the church. 

And the Church, flexible in its rigidity, does eventually respond. It might take a while. Too bad 

Cardinal Dante isn’t around to see that he was right. 

 

The Natural 

These days, on the drive to Chicago to visit my grandchildren, just outside Hammond, 

Indiana, I can look down from I-94 to a blue and yellow football stadium—Bishop Noll. Dave, 

Father Dave to his high school charges, took me there for a Friday night game when we were 

first priests. He hadn't been in the parish very long but already his Pied Piper charm with kids 

was evident. We were subjected to a continuous chorus: 

"Catch you around, Father Dave," 

"Hey, Father Dave!" 

"Right on, Father Dave!" 

Earlier that evening, before the game, I had joined him for a swing through the youth center 

run by his parish. He spotted a girl slumped in a chair in the hallway. I stepped back and watched 
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as he quietly sat next to her. He didn't say a word. The girl tugged on her tie dyed T-shirt, ran 

fingers through the lank brown hair that hung below a multicolored headband and finally 

muttered, "Uhm...uh...you know." 

Dave nodded, "Yeah..." 

"I uhm...you know...just...I don't know...uhm..." 

Dave nodded again, made some soothing sounds, but again, no words. 

I was close enough to hear what was being said...or rather, muttered. But the girl never 

came out with an articulate phrase or sentence. Dave stayed with her for what seemed forever but 

could only have been ten minutes. When the teenager finally stopped her incoherent mumbles 

and dragged her shoulder sleeve across her running nose, Dave reached out and squeezed her 

hand. 

"Catch you around," he said. 

The girl looked up, gratitude in her eyes. 

Same old Dave—same touch with kids, no need for words to connect. 

I thought back to a day shortly after arriving in Rome to study theology. I watched him 

striding ahead of me down the Gianiculum Hill from the North American College, on his way 

toward Trastevere, a historic, poor neighborhood on our side of the Tiber. He was wearing the 

NAC uniform—black cassock with blue piping and red sash, round Roman clerical hat and 

streamers billowing from the shoulders of his sleeveless overcape as he loped along in his gangly 

stride. I followed him as he turned into a narrow side street that eventually ended in a kind of 

playground courtyard where a dozen boys scuffed a ruptured soccer ball in the gravel and dirt. 

Dave sat on a bench, legs crossed. I studied him a moment as he pushed flesh colored, 

plastic glasses back up his nose with his middle finger. He would have made a perfect spy—thin 

blond hair flopping across a round forehead, pale gray eyes—unremarkable in every way. Like a 

Rohrshach ink blot, he waited for others to project meaning into him. It wasn't long before a six- 

year old girl approached, carrying her toddler brother. I know Dave didn't know any Italian. I had 

studied some and heard a dialect spoken at home so I could follow what the girl was saying. 

"Mio fratello non parla, ancora." 

I was about to translate that her brother wasn't talking yet and to explain that Dave was in 

the same boat with his Italian. But before I could speak up, Dave was smiling at the baby and the 

girl was explaining, "But he already knows how to talk with his hands, watch...Massimo, what 
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did you think of supper last night?" The baby jabbed his index finger into his mouth. Dave 

clapped. "And what do you think about the pretty lady who lives next door?" The baby planted a 

chubby digit in his cheek and gave an appreciative quarter turn. "And what," she continued, “did 

you think about the spanking Papa gave you yesterday?" The toddler laid a finger between his 

front teeth, bit down and waggled his hand angrily. 

Dave laughed. The baby chortled and the soccer players gathered around to welcome the 

new 'padre' who didn't speak Italian but knew how to communicate without it. 

A few months later, I heard mandolin music coming from Dave’s room. I knocked and 

found him sitting on his bed, instrument in hand, listening to a 45 rpm children's record. 

"I'm learning a new song for the kids next door." 

I knew he meant the children in the Bambino Gesu pediatric hospital, our immediate 

neighbor up the hill. It seemed the hospital provided more than healthcare service since some of 

the children had been there for some time and never had visitors. During visiting hours Dave 

sought out the youngsters left alone in their chrome plated cribs. It wasn't long before I joined 

him on guitar and regularly made the rounds singing kiddy songs to the long-term charges. 

One day, a couple of us passed Dave’s room. "Haven’t seen him in a while. What’s up?" I 

asked. 

"Dunno," his classmate from Indiana replied, "last I heard he was going to Bozi's daughter's 

wedding for a couple of days in the Abruzzo." 

"That was four days ago," I said. "Shouldn't he be back by now?" 

"Yeah, maybe I better report it to the rector.” 

Two days later I heard mandolin music coming from Dave's room. 

"Where've you been?" I enquired. "We were getting worried." 

Dave smirked sheepishly, "I lost track of time." 

I rolled my hand in front of me—go on. 

"After Bozi's daughter's wedding, he mentioned that he needed to dig a ditch up at his 

mountain cabin. So, I said I'd help." 

"And...?" I prompted. 

“One morning I woke up and said, "Omigosh, it's Thursday. So, I came back." 

I nodded. 

"I'm grounded for a week.” 
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Now, when I pass Bishop Noll field, I sadly remember the time several of us 'Roman' 

classmates from the Chicago area gathered to attend Dave's funeral in Hammond. It seems that 

Father Dave had just come out of a movie theatre when a drunk driver jumped the curb killing 

him instantly. 

Sitting in the choir loft looking down on the jam-packed church, I recognized Dave's sister 

and mother and father. He had taken me to his home in Michigan City once. His dad was so 

proud of his son. He took Dave and me to Grotty's Tavern for a little beer and pool where all the 

regulars cheered him like a hometown hero. 

And now I was listening to his Bishop telling a story about Dave. 

"There was this time when he went to help a friend in Italy. He helped him dig a ditch and 

forgot about time...” 

Our classmate, George, leaned over and whispered, “Dave wouldn't be here listening to 

this. He would be out front pitching pennies on the church steps with the 'back row' boys.” 

Later, as the school children, subdued and obviously sad, filed out, I recalled him 

confessing once, “You know, it’s a good thing I'm a priest, or people would think I was 

weird...the way I like kids." 

If he were alive forty some years later, he wouldn't be able to say that. Sad. Dave would 

have had to second guess his best instincts. He was a natural—an original in a vocation that 

favored conformity. 

What have I learned, or better said, what have I had to unlearn from Dave? When I read the 

anguishing stories about priest pedophiles, so many of their parishioners are terribly shocked 

because the man is often a model of caring and loving service to others despite a major 

personality flaw. Is my memory of Dave naive? Would he have been the kind of priest to commit 

those awful crimes? All my instincts shout no. But I’ve learned I never can know for sure. Some 

of the fellows who went through the seminary with me seemed very ordinary and yet they 

showed up in the newspapers—accused, defrocked. I learned, as perhaps we all have, not to trust 

completely. 
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The Maltese Connection: 

Twelve of us North American College students knocked on the door of Marc Corona’s 

temporary home in Sliema, Malta. Inside we found a large, simply furnished apartment and 

thirteen faces staring back at us. A month before, Mr. Corona had come to Rome and stopped by 

the North American College to give us a lecture about the Christian Family Movement—a family 

enhancement program for married couples. At the end of the lecture in which he explained how 

he hoped to introduce the movement to Maltese families he invited us to come see him over our 

Christmas break and give him a hand in his efforts. 

So there we were, like a fact finding senatorial junket, on his doorstep staring at his twelve 

adopted children and harried wife who, with our arrival, had just doubled the number of mouths 

she had to feed. I wonder if he had realized how much free floating, unharnessed energy lay 

bubbling in that seminary audience he had addressed. 

We kept the Corona family busy drumming up lodging, tours and busy work for a bunch of 

eager dogooders. We visited factories and seminaries and businesses like a swarm of reporters 

descending on a disaster. 

Except there wasn't any disaster. Malta may have had some issues at the time, for example, 

since they had never experienced the reformation there was no separation of church and state. 

Religious holidays were state holidays. The mayor walked next to the bishop in a cloud of 

incense during the Eucharistic procession that ended in the village square for fireworks 

celebrating the local saint's feast day. This miscegenation of the sacred and profane presented 

other problems at election time when a vote for the labor party—which meant, in effect, non-

church affiliated—was both a sin and treason. 

Also, Malta had a very high birthrate and was actually overpopulated thanks to adherence 

to traditional Catholic teachings on procreation. Understandably, the Maltese took great pride in 

their family rearing traditions. So, in effect, the Corona family’s efforts to impose the Christian 

Family Movement was ‘bringing corn to Iowa’. For our part, we compounded their dogooderism 

with our naive zeal and were rightly brought up short on the final night of our visit. At our 

debriefing session, the cadre of locals who had squired us around for a week basically said, “Isn't 

it a little presumptuous to assume that we have problems before you know us? And furthermore, 

even if you discovered some concerns that needed to be addressed, isn’t it a bit unrealistic, not to 

mention condescending, to think you could resolve them in a week’s time?” 
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It was a lesson well learned. Later that spring, when Malta came up as a destination for our 

summer travel plans, my buddy, Joe, and I considered a return visit but from a completely 

different perspective. We liked the country, the people and especially a down to earth priest, 

Father Charlie V. We contacted him and asked if we could visit with him and, this time, simply 

get to know his countrymen, to appreciate their culture. 

Charlie was delighted to have us. 

When we got to father's house (priests in Malta live in their own homes, not in rectories), 

his housekeeper said that he was out for the day at a friend's cottage... ‘getting away from it all’. 

It took us all of ten minutes to ride to the getaway on the Vespa motor scooter Joe had borrowed 

for our trip. In fact, we were constantly surprised by the short distances involved in 

circumnavigating a 200 square mile island. We found the priest at a small cottage adjoining a 

rocky beach on the Mediterranean coast. 

Joe spoke for both of us when he said, "We like your island and your people. We want to 

learn more about you." 

Charlie grinned from ear to ear like the round Buddha that he was. I could almost hear him 

saying... ‘now that's better’. He soon had us set up in his spare bedroom and taking main meals at 

his father's nearby hotel. It wasn't long before he found us some busy work at his family 

counseling service doing statistical analysis for part of the day. Then, after in depth discussions 

with us about the Vatican Council and our thoughts about the directions it was taking, it became 

clear that he was a big liberal on a small conservative island. 

One night, perched cross legged on his couch, dressed only in white shorts, he scratched his 

pudgy pot belly and mused about the role we might play with other seminarians on the island. 

Then he chuckled, "You know what? I heard that a bunch of the seminarians are planning a day 

off near Valleta. How about if you join them there and you know...just pose a few 

questions...burst a few bubbles...hee hee." 

The rest of the month Joe and I buzzed around the country driving on the left side of the 

road (Malta had been a British commonwealth and surprisingly when I had occasion six months 

later to drive a motor scooter in Rome, I turned a corner and found myself facing oncoming 

traffic in the left-hand lane). Charlie set us up with the seminary rector, with other priests, 

especially with a group called the Legion of Decency—married couples who censored movies 

and offered public outcry at the use of bikinis on their beaches. 
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Predictably Charlie gave us a short description of what to expect, then turned us loose as 

guests at the monthly gathering. It didn’t take long for Joe and me to find points of contention. 

When the subject of bikinis came up I chimed in. 

"You know, that's an interesting issue—skimpy bathing suits. But let me share my 

perspective on a common practice I’ve observed here on your island. More than once on a 

crowded beach, I've had a woman find a spot directly in front of my towel, plop down her beach 

bag and proceed to disrobe in front of me barely covering her modesty with a small towel while 

squirming into a one-piece suit. I'll tell you what, for me, that's a lot more indecent than showing 

up in a two-piece bathing suit..." 

From there the meeting veered off on a rollicking discussion of the relativity of social 

conditioning. Later Charlie would debrief us to chuckles of glee as we related every twist and 

turn of who said what, when. 

My month in Malta has always been a reminder when I take on a new situation or job to 

step back for a while to appreciate the status quo before trying to change it. I also learned to be 

wary of people overanxious to do me good while offering answers to questions I have yet to ask. 

Besides, it’s often possible to do more good by questioning than telling. 

 

Outside the Walls 

Living in a foreign country meant regular confrontation with clashing cultural values 

which, fortunately, opened me to questioning and evaluating my own ‘givens’. 

 

Pescara...a watershed vacation 

Late September, my third year in Rome. I was in a funk. Another year of dry theology 

classes at the Gregorian University stretched before me. More importantly, the subdiaconate and 

the promise to live a celibate life loomed on the horizon in a roiling cloud of doubts. 

“I need some space...get my head around classes...and stuff,” I said to a classmate across 

the table from me. 

Mark looked up, slowly chewing his mouthful of cornflakes to the white-noise buzz and 

TINK, TINK, TINK of 280 seminarians working their cereal bowls.  Then he nodded. “Yeah. 

That’s what we need...a watershed vacation.” 

“You get Galen’s backpack and sleeping bag for me and I’ll get permission.” 
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On the way down the hill, in civvies, heading for the bus stop, I asked Mark, “Where to?” 

He shrugged then unfolded our map on the wide stone ledge overlooking the Tiber. He ran 

his finger east across Italy to the Adriatic coast. “How about Pescara?  Get there today. Spend 

the night on the beach. Come back through l’Aquila. Maybe catch Gran Sasso. It’s where 

Mussolini was supposed to have hung out during the war. I heard there’s a tram to the top of the 

mountain.” 

We hopped a bus to the outskirts of Rome and began hitchhiking. About two in the 

afternoon we caught a ride in a Lancia and crammed in with three other passengers. The two in 

the front seat hunched their arms and shoulders to accommodate the ample sprawl of the driver 

who scratched his three-day old, white-bristle beard. 

“Alora, ragazzi, dove andate?”—where you boys heading, he asked. 

“Pescara,” Mark replied.  

“Tonight?” 

“We’ll go as far as we can,” I said. “Where are you going?” 

“Pescara. I’m a shoe seller. These lazy bums are my salesmen. I drop them off in the 

morning and pick them up on the way home at night.” The driver glanced in the rearview mirror 

checking us out. He must have picked up on Mark’s blond hair and blue eyes and concluded that 

he was German because he stage-whispered to his workers, “Sapete, giovanotti, when I take a 

vacation, I like to be able to pay my own way...not impose on the generosity of others like this 

German here.” 

Mark leaned forward, next to the driver’s ear, “We’re Americans and if we took the bus we 

would never get a chance to meet the likes of you. Want a cigarette?” 

“What kind?” 

“Luckies. Lucky Strike.” 

“Ah. Like the American soldiers...during the war. Bad times...” he muttered as he reached a 

hand back for the cigarette. “You guys speak pretty good Italian.” 

I answered, “I should. I’m Italian. My father comes from Sicily.” 

A grunt of acknowledgement from the driver.  “How long you been here?” 

“Two years,” Mark answered. 

“We’re you here when President Kennedy got shot?” 

“Yeah, just got here...couple of months,” I replied. 
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“Terrible thing...he was a good man,” the driver acknowledged then nudged the man 

squashed against him, “So, tell me boys, have you been hitchhiking all this time?” 

“No, we’re students in Rome.” 

We waited out the moment of silence that typically followed that bit of information.  

“You know what I hate worst than the plague?” the driver asked his captive audience. 

“Priests. Priests and their helpless religion. ‘Pray brother—it will get better.’ ‘You poor? —

pray!’ ‘You sick? —pray!’ What useless pietistic frauds.” Still fuming, he pulled into a gas 

station in the pouring rain. The attendant got soaked in the short dash to the car. “Fill her up. 

Sorry you got wet. Say a prayer and you’ll get dry.” The driver glanced over his shoulder to 

drive home his point. 

“Signore, what’s your name?” Mark asked. 

“Mario.” 

“Signor’ Mario. I guess nothing in life is free. We get a free ride to Pescara—we have to 

pay by listening to your love for clerics. This ride may be cheap but it isn’t free.” 

Mario smiled and chuckled in agreement. “Beh, hai ragione—good shot. But what kind of 

songs are you singing me here? How come you’re not wearing robes like good clerics?” 

I chipped in, “Are you kidding? There are too many priest-haters out there. We’d never get 

a ride.” 

Mario warmed up to us as he dropped off his workers one by one along the route. The 

Lancia climbed and occasionally slid through the rain slick Abruzzi mountain roads. “So, tell 

me,” the driver continued, waving his hand toward me in the back. “How are you going to get 

along without women? Hell, you’re a hot-blooded Sicilian.” 

“I don’t know,” I replied. “I figure if I can manage now, I can keep on managing—” 

“Aah, well, good luck. What a shame. What a waste.” Looking over his shoulder he sought 

out Mark. “O, Marco, did you ever notice that priests have brown eyes—the white part—brown. 

They say if you don’t make love regularly, it backs up on you—makes your eyes brown. I can’t 

see. It’s dark in here. You boys got clear eyes?” 

“I can tell you this,” I said. “If we don’t stop pretty soon my teeth are going to start 

floating.” 

“Poco tempo—couple of minutes we’ll be at my mother in law’s. Got to pick her up to stay 

with us for a few days. You can get out there, meet the in laws, take a piss.” 
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Mario introduced us, “Two seminarists, bravi ragazzi—good kids. Americans studying in 

Rome.” 

“Piacere,” the old man mumbled, “you want something to eat?” 

The old woman in gray cotton socks and felt slippers shuffled to the sideboard. “Of course 

they want something to eat. Young men are always hungry.” She returned with a bottle of wine 

and a shoe box half filled with dried figs. 

As we drove into Pescara, the rain let up and the sky cleared. “Mario,” Mark asked, 

“where’s a good spot on the beach to camp out for the night?” 

“Just up ahead a couple blocks. Hey, you boys want a beer? My treat.” 

“No, we’ve imposed enough. But thanks for the ride,” Mark said as he fumbled for a fresh 

pack of Luckies, “And here’s some cigarettes.” 

“Thanks,” Mario said, then smiled mischievously. “Tell you what. Maybe I can find 

someone to warm up your sleeping bags—get you to change your minds about the priesthood...” 

“Ciao!” Mark and I said in unison. “Grazie.”  

 

We rolled back in our sleeping bags to face the stars over the Adriatic. The red spot of the 

Lucky Strike glowed at the edge of my vision. Far down on the right, gentle rollers reflected the 

last of Pescara’s night life. Finally the cigarette traced a gentle arc and landed with a hiss. 

I sighed. “As if it were all about getting laid.” 

“Don’t over think it,” Mark said. “Celibacy is just another rule—one more hurdle. If you 

want to be a priest...just get over it.”  

I propped on one elbow. “Rules, rules, rules. Always checking us out. ‘Do this.’ ‘Don’t do 

that.’ ‘Disagree if you want. Just do what you’re told’. They want to be sure we’re the kind of 

guys who will never step out of line...always follow the party line.” 

“Uh huh. Your point being?” 

I paused, rolled back over, groped for a rock poking under my ribs. “Sometimes I think if 

we ever seriously broke one of the rules—not ‘oops, I’m sorry, slap my wrist’ but consciously, 

straight forward, ‘I broke the rule because it doesn’t make sense and I chose not to follow it’— it 

would be like pulling a thread out of a sweater. The whole deal would unravel. 

“For you or for them?” 
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About 5:30 it started to drizzle. We packed up and trudged into town. Over a capuccino 

and cornetto, we decided to make for Gran Sasso. 

Two hours and one ride later, the traffic got thinner and thinner as we hitchhiked up the 

mountain. It wasn’t until 2:00 in the afternoon that we finally reached the cable car station for the 

last leg to the top. As we cleared the first ridge, we were enveloped in a cloud bank. Couldn’t 

even see the lodge, let alone the view. 

We looked around the lobby, stared at the huge windows socked in with fog. “When does 

the next car go back down?” I called to the desk clerk. 

He looked up from his crossword puzzle. “Thirty minutes.” 

I flopped into a cozy arm chair. Mark curled up on a window ledge lost in a cloud of 

cigarette smoke blending into the whiteout beyond the pane. 

 

The way back was just as bad as the way up. No hitching. Lots of hiking. Finally we had to 

catch a bus which got us into Rome well past curfew.  

Outside the locked gates to the seminary we lined up under a special spot in the wall to 

begin the alternate entry: chinup to the top of the wall, walk the ledge of Spanish tile, drop down 

eight feet, hop the service elevator, hat over the freight elevator port holes as it passed each floor. 

Mark made it up, waited for me. I got my hands on the top of the wall and slowly pulled myself 

up till my arms were straight, ready to swing a knee over. But I just hung there for a long 

moment.  

“C’mon,” Mark urged. 

I pushed off and dropped back down. 

Mark’s face poked over the edge. “What?” 

I stared back. “I’m not doing this. I’m twenty-five years old. What the hell am I doing 

hanging onto a wall in the middle of the night, trying to sneak into the place where I live?” 

I picked up my knap sack and started down the hill. I turned to Mark’s face illuminated by 

the street light. “Tomorrow morning I’m going to walk through that gate. If they don’t like it, 

they can throw me out.” Then I continued down the hill, footsteps echoing in the mist like steady 

drops from a glacier melt starting down a watershed. 
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Are You Guys American? 

Living in a foreign culture made us homesick for our fellow countrymen...and women. At 

times, we actively sought out American tourists as this story illustrates. 

 

An American Afternoon 

Anne Marie and Aunt Josie stood under Bernini’s baldacchino looking up at the 

monumental canopy over the main altar in the transept of St. Peter’s Basilica. 

“Awesome,” Anne Marie gasped as she followed the gold inlaid, black, twisting columns 

soaring into the cupola. 

“Oww, my neck,” her aunt exclaimed as she lowered her chin back to normal. 

Behind them, a man said, “So, I told him, the Detroit Pistons get no respect. Just because 

we’re not in a major market like New York or L.A. no one takes us seriously.” 

Aunt Josie spun around. “You’re a Piston fan…from Detroit…?” she broke off, stared for a 

moment at two young men wearing black cassocks with blue piping and red sashes. “Excuse me 

father…fathers.”  

“Oh, we’re not priests yet,” the red haired one, tall and slender as a basketball player, said.  

The other one, shorter, a broad-shouldered halfback, explained, “We’re seminarians at the 

North American College.” 

“Oh, thank God,” Aunt Josie sighed, patting her heart, “there’s still time.” 

Anne Marie’s face furrowed in a question, “What…?” 

“There’s still time to change their minds about celibacy.” 

“Aunt Jo!” Anne Marie exclaimed. 

“Such handsome guys. What a waste.” 

The seminarians chuckled. 

“You don’t understand,” Anne Marie tried to explain. “She’s not normally like this. She’s 

married. And she’s my aunt and—” 

“You live here in Rome, right?” Aunt Josie broke in. 

“Yep,” the tall one said. “Been here two years. Two to go.” 

“Well, we’re leaving tomorrow morning. Maybe you wouldn’t mind showing a couple of 

fellow Detroiters around the historic parts of the city. We’ll spring for lunch and maybe a good 
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dinner. I’m sure you know the best places.” Glancing at her scowling niece, she added, 

“Then…you can go back to the seminary.” 

“Deal,” the tall one said. “My name’s Wayne and this is Tony. Where do you want to 

start?” 

Josie swooped her arms in a ‘let’s go’gesture, stepped between the two clerics hooking an 

arm under their elbows. “I’ve always wanted to see the Trevi Fountain. What part of Detroit do 

you come from?” 

Anne Marie hung back, embarrassed, confused. She can’t do that. Just go around turning 

priests into tour guides. And then she latches onto them. And we don’t even know them. And 

they’re priests. What’s got into her? The nerve. 

The Trevi Fountain was captivating. Gods and horses and dragons tumbled over each other 

in the rock-bound surf created by flowing water. Mist from the many waterfalls carried on a 

welcome breeze as they stood along a second tier railing. An unexpected gust billowed Aunt 

Josie’s dress up to her knees. Anne Marie was glad she had worn jeans. Wayne glanced down. 

Scowled. He caught two teenaged boys staring up from a bench below. 

“Occhi bassi!” he scolded. 

One boy responded but Anne Marie could barely make out what he was saying over the 

noise from the fountain. 

Aunt Josie snorted, spun around, hand to her mouth, stifling a laugh. 

“What was that all about?” Anne Marie asked. 

 “Those kids tried to cop a peek up my skirt,” Aunt Josie explained. “When Wayne told 

them to lower their eyes. The one kid said, ‘Hey, father. God’s in heaven. I’m just trying to catch 

a little glimpse of heaven.’ Cute, huh?” 

“Aunt Jo, what’s got into you?” 

“Lighten up, Anne Marie. People are earthier in Italy.” 

 

Over dessert at the Dodici Apostoli restaurant, Aunt Josie remarked, “Sure was a lucky 

coincidence to run into you guys today,”  

Wayne and Tony looked down at their tiramisu. No response. 

“What?” she asked. 

Tony shrugged—nothing. 
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“C’mon. What?” Aunt Josie insisted. 

“It wasn’t pure coincidence,” Wayne finally admitted, his fair complexion matching his red 

hair. “Sometimes when we get tired of studying and get a little homesick, we go down to St. 

Peter’s and cruise for Americans.” 

Tony chimed in. “Then we stand near them and talk nice and loud—” 

“And the tourists ask, ‘Oh, are you American?” Anne Marie added. 

Tony nodded. 

“And you get a free meal out of the deal,” Aunt Josie concluded. 

“That and the pleasure of the company of someone other than male clerics all the time,” 

Wayne added, smiling charmingly. 

“But you’re really Piston fans, right?” Anne Marie asked. 

“Of course,” Tony said. “We’re from the Detroit Archdiocese. Besides, I saw the Piston 

logo on your back pack.” 

Anne Marie jabbed him in the arm as if he were her older brother. 

 

In the cab back to their hotel, Anne Marie said, “I can’t believe it. You were flirting with 

those guys. And you’re married and almost old enough to be their mother and they’re promised 

to God. What is wrong with you?” 

“Just because you’re not going to buy anything, doesn’t mean you can’t look in the 

window.” Aunt Josie said. “Besides, they’re safe, for us and from us and we’ll probably never 

see them again.” 

“Ha! One of them will probably end up in our parish in two years. Then what are you going 

to say?” 

Aunt Josie thought for a moment. “Wasn’t that a fun afternoon we had in Rome?” 

 

Kissing the Papal Ring 

After final exams in June, we NAC students would spend three weeks at a villa near Lake 

Albano, adjacent to Castelgandolfo where the Pope retired to escape the steamy summer city. 

Three weeks of R&R were followed by a month of travel, always with a partner, typically to 

Germany (beer run) or the British Isles or Belgium and France. We had a card file of cheap 

boarding houses as well as congenial and welcoming ‘friends’ of American seminarians around 
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the continent that could be counted on for free lodging and a warm welcome after days of trains, 

cavernous museums and vaulting cathedrals. 

Since many of us had family in Europe, we would often arrange to meet at a relative’s 

house for a couple of days’ touring and partying with ‘real families’ for a change. That was the 

case with a visit to a family in Longford, Ireland along the banks of the Shannon River where I 

was introduced to the world of Irish pubs and a wonderful beer called Guinness. Another 

classmate from Scotland invited us to his ancestral home where we visited his uncle’s coal mine 

by day and performed our party pieces by night. I spent a month, one summer, with my relatives 

in Sicily. Upon returning from our travels, we spent another fortnight or so at the villa until we 

were ready to return to Rome for the beginning of fall classes. 

The villa was lovely and stately with a long circling drive that wound through a tunnel of 

square sided, flat topped trees. There was a swimming pool, which, since there was no chemical 

treatment or filtration, had to be drained, cleaned and refilled every two weeks or when the lines 

on the bottom could no longer be distinguished through the dark green murk, whichever came 

first. There were clay tennis courts and nearby Lake Albano for outings. But basically, my 

proletariat, Detroit assembly line family background left me feeling bored and guilty. I could 

read Jane Austen all day long but I couldn’t identify with the ‘men of leisure’ championed in her 

novels. Back in the States, I had worked summers to pay for part of my schooling. But 

unbounded free time left me at loose ends and feeling vaguely reprehensible for indulging in a 

life of pampered inaction. This feeling would continue on into my time as a priest and its 

orchestrated bachelor existence. Shouldn’t I be doing something ‘real’—like making cars? 

Into this context, Marcus, a classmate from Detroit who was studying his theology in 

Louvain, Belgium dropped in for a visit as part of his summer travels. That evening, it so 

happened, Pope Paul VI came down from his residence at nearby Castelgondolfo to conduct a 

personal audience with us North American seminarians. He sat on a special platform in our 

refectory surrounded by aides, a stack of books—his writings on Marian devotions—and the 

official Vatican photographer. After his short inspirational talk, Marcus and I got in line for one 

on one meetings with the pontiff. 

“What am I supposed to do?” Marcus asked. 

“Well,” I said, “you get down on one knee and when he holds his hand out to you, you kiss 

your own hand.” 
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After a skeptical look, Marcus said, “Aren’t you supposed to kiss his ring?” 

“Are you kidding?” I said. “Can you imagine all the germs if everyone kissed the same 

ring, over and over? And then he has to keep wearing it...” 

When we finally got close enough to see, Marcus studied the man ahead of him, watched 

him kiss the Pope’s ring and glared back at me. 

I knelt and kissed the papal ring and struck up a short conversation with His Holiness about 

a recent earthquake in Sicily and its impact on my family. He agreed it was terrible. 

Maybe it was the white cassock and satin slippers he had to wear, or the papal 

photographer off to the side immortalizing every handshake but to me he seemed somewhat 

detached, distant. Popes come and popes go. 

 

Loose Thread 

It all began during my studies in Rome. At one point, I took one of my classmates to task 

for regularly showing up late or not at all for an assigned chapel exercise. Fred, a young Harrison 

Ford look alike, scratched his bristly hair and answered in a laid back, California cadence that, if 

he were talking now, would have included a couple of 'dudes' thrown in, "I decided it isn't very 

important to me." 

"Okay," I replied. "But what about the rest of us? If everybody else—" 

"Think for yourself,” he broke in. “Does this weekly sermon do anything for you? Do any 

of the rules here make sense to you?" 

Somehow, he had pulled a loose thread in the sweater of my tightly woven life. I began to 

think of the 'holy rule' and how inconsistent it was. In the seminary in Detroit we couldn't wear 

cassocks on the street, couldn't smoke in our rooms and surely would not be allowed to go into 

bars recognized as seminarians. In Rome, we could smoke in our rooms, had to wear our 

cassocks in public and could go to bars and drink alcohol. We had always been told that if we 

didn't like a rule we could disagree with it but had to follow it nonetheless. This was the rule that 

was going to make us good priests. If we flaunted the rule persistently we would be drummed out 

of the seminary. Little by little I began to see the relativity of the 'rule'. That it varied. That it was 

more a means to extract discipline and measure dedication to our vocation than having any 

intrinsic value. It wasn't long before I, and several of my classmates, began questioning other 

rules, ultimately all rules, by asking 'what makes sense here'. 
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The Italians helped. I got to know a woman my age, Elena, a University student. She had 

the clear, cream-colored complexion of Rafael’s Madonna of the Gold Finch— auburn hair, 

chestnut eyes...stunning. Anyway, one day I asked her what she was giving up for Lent. She 

smiled—nothing. “What about meat?” I asked. “Don’t you abstain from meat during Lent?” 

Again, the enigmatic smile. 

She paused over her espresso in the outdoor cafe, looking past my shoulder. “The war was 

not so long ago for my family.” 

“World War II ended twenty years ago—around the time you were born...” 

“Like I said...for my family. And then it was very hard for a long time after. Food was 

scarce. Meat...when you got it, you ate it. Friday. Lent. Non importa. It was about  

survival...understand?” 

“So, now?” 

“So, now...we got used to not paying attention to a rule that’s just a rule.” 

I was amazed. Italians in Rome where the rules began, simply ignored them while we 

American-Irish Catholics were slavishly following every rubric to the letter. Relativity. 

One evening, five of us packed into my room began discussing the ‘holy rule’. We had 

been told during our formation that it was fine to disagree with rules for lights out, silence, 

smoking in rooms and the like as long as we followed them. The term, ‘cognitive dissonance’ 

wasn’t a part of our vocabulary at the time, but it was the bush we were beating around. 

At one point, the discussion centered on the expected attendance at daily mass in the 

chapel: Why every single day? If once a day was good why not five times a day. What’s the most 

exciting thing you can think of? Intercourse. Okay, okay, if you were married...would you have 

sex every single day? Long pause. Nah. Probably not everyday. So why should we go to mass 

every single day?  

Another long pause. None of us went to mass the next morning. The world didn’t end but I 

could almost hear the satisfying clang of integration when thought and action come together. 

Of course, this kind of questioning would lead to confrontation. 

 

The Family Jewels 

Because our Jesuit professors lectured practically word for word from their own textbooks 

many of us would skip the morning ride to the Greg preferring instead to remain in the comfort 
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and quiet of our rooms reading the same material or pursuing related studies.  I had decided, 

during the second semester of the third year to stay home on Wednesdays when the lectures were 

especially predictable and easily readable. 

This was prohibited. I could stay in if I were sick. It would have been possible to report to 

the dean of students (Monsignor M., a.k.a. The Heap) and announce that I wasn’t feeling well. 

But I didn’t like fibbing and I couldn’t resort to that ploy every Wednesday. So, I did what many 

others of us did, I simply stayed in my room. 

About midmorning, ducking out of my room to go to the bathroom at the end of the hall, I 

caught a fleeting glimpse of someone crossing at the opposite end of the corridor but thought 

nothing more of it. 

At lunch that day, the lector read announcements and called out my name to meet with the 

Heap in the hallway afterwards. 

There were several other fellows ahead of me conducting their business which allowed me 

time to think. Why would the dean of students want to see me? Whatever for? Then I flashed to 

the glimpse in the hallway. Could it have been Monsignor M. and was he now going to ask what 

I was doing in the building when I should have been at school? A bolt of resolve shot through 

me. 

“Were you sick this morning?” Monsignor asked me. 

I looked him in the eye, thought, thanks for offering me an ‘out’ but I’m not going to take 

it. I took a deep breath then blurted out, “No, I was not sick. Classes on Wednesday morning are 

a waste of time. I can use my time more wisely by studying in my room.” 

The Monsignor’s cheeks turned the color of his sash while he considered his response. I’m 

sure he didn’t want me to say that. Why couldn’t I have just taken the easy way out—no waves. 

He was just trying to do his job and now he had a ‘situation’ on his hands. Finally, he said, “You 

will remain on campus until I get back to you.” 

Word got around quickly. Some guys said, “Great. I’m glad someone finally brought this 

issue to a head.” Other guys implied that I could have been more judicious or as one guys 

remarked, “Damn it, Novara, why couldn’t you just piss in your sink like everyone else.” 

After letting me stew for a couple of days I was called in and told that I would be grounded 

for a month. Fair enough. 
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But that also was the time when I was experiencing a lot of pressure. My class was up for 

subdiaconate ordination in two months—one of the steps in the progression to the priesthood that 

involved taking the promise of celibacy. I recalled the long-ago advice from Father Anthony to 

‘go to the seminary, try it...you can decide later.’ After ten years it was time to decide if I was in 

or out. 

We could joke about celibacy—sort of. As one of the guys said, the year before, at dinner 

following his subdiaconate ordination, “Well, there go the family jewels.” A clueless classmate 

looked up from his spaghetti Bolognese and said, “Not for me. I’m having my family jewels 

embedded in the node of my chalice.” 

I still felt conflicted. Every time I read the old testament prophets, I thought they were 

speaking for me. They were reluctant servants of the Lord. They wished they didn’t have to do 

the task they felt called to do. What my pastor hadn’t told me was, once I stepped on the train to 

the priesthood, it could carry me right along. If I didn’t feel compelled to get off or wasn’t asked 

to leave, then I must have a vocation. It was a good and noble work. Someone had to do it. I 

could do it and I had no good reason not to. But now that it was time to make a serious 

commitment, I wasn’t absolutely sure if I really wanted to. Was it last minute jitters? 

To add to the pressure, my parents were getting more and more excited about coming to 

Italy for my ordination. For my father, it would mean an opportunity to see his family, to return 

to ‘the old country’ for the first time since he was seven years old. And I was dithering. 

I went to see The Heap a week after I was grounded. “Uhmm,” I said, “I really need some 

space to get my head around the subdiaconate.” 

He nodded understandingly as he tugged his crimson sash over his pasta paunch. I 

suppressed a smile as I recalled a recent monthly movie shown in our auditorium. Margaret 

Rutherford played Miss Marple in an Agatha Christie mystery. As soon as she appeared on the 

screen, the entire audience of some 300 guys laughed out loud at the mini-Heap look-alike. I 

glanced back and caught him laughing as well. 

He was serious now, beyond petty grounding issues, he was trying to help me at a critical 

juncture in my vocation. “Fiesole?” he asked. 

I nodded. Fiesole—the ancient city above Florence—short hand for Villa San Girolamo, an 

historic monastery turned rest home and pensione shaded by olive groves that draped over the 
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Arno Valley below. It was the place where we seminarians went for R&R—a home away from 

home where the Irish nuns provided a touch of TLC so lacking in our all male environment. 

I had spent a month there after an appendectomy my freshman year. As I recovered, I was 

able to explore Florence—an open-air museum—roaming the city, absorbing the palpable 

rhythms of building and stone. I was stunned to find the models for Rafael’s madonnas—auburn 

hair setting off peaches and cream complexions—smiling and chatting in the piazzas. The back 

of the bus in the late afternoons, as it twisted and turned on the return to Fiesole, framed classical 

paintings of Elysian fields. 

Fiesole. Sister Magdalen, holding my arm as we walked the terraced gardens—she would 

know why I was there without asking. A place of comfort, of quiet. A chance to reflect and come 

to a definitive decision. 

“Take all the time you need,” Monsignor M. said. 

“Thanks.” 

 

The silence in Fiesole was deafening. I thought. I prayed. I wrote notes. Then on the third 

day, on the far side of town, I spotted a tradesman making barrels. I sat quietly, unobtrusively, in 

the shade at the backside of the piazza. Mesmerized by the rhythm of his strokes as he shaped the 

curve of an oak barrel stave, I remembered the seduction of manual labor when I had worked at a 

golf course for two summers and spent a third painting school classrooms. It was always so hard 

to step off the intellectual treadmill at the end of the school year—the mental sag. The hours 

would drag by at first, so bored, looking for stimulation. But by the end of the summer, I would 

punch in at the clock, punch out my brain, and drift to the flow of work until quitting time. 

Seductive. Man the worker, the tool maker, letting the kinetics of the job speak through his 

hands. 

That was my barrel-maker. I envied the comfortable pace of his ordered life. So natural. So 

real.  

A thought pulsed through me—I want to do more than that. Not just need to. Not just ought 

to. I want to touch people’s lives at a higher level, a spiritual level that goes beyond curing their 

illnesses, or teaching them or manufacturing for them. Yes, that was it. I wanted to be a priest so 

I could connect with people one step above mundane. 

I sighed, at peace with myself, decided at last. 
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Back at the Villa I brought out a bottle of Spumante and hard cookies for my part in the 

departure ritual. Sister Magdalen stacked champagne glasses in a pyramid and slowly poured 

into the top wine glass till it overflowed to the next and the next. 

“I hear you went to the opera last night. How was it?” 

“Oh, it was fine enough,” Sister Martha remarked, then tittered, “but the lead singer had 

such tight tights you could see the date on the coin in his back side.” 

“And that wasn’t all you could tell,” Sister Magdalen added. “He was a gentile, wasn’t 

he?” 

“What do you know about all that?” I teased. 

“Oh, I’m knowing more than you think, luv,” Sister Magdalen smiled over her dripping 

glass. “And I know how hard it is to leave here and get on with your vocation.” 

I smiled a thanks to her. “Salute!” 

Thirty years later my wife, youngest daughter and I stayed at Villa San Girolamo. The 

building was the same. Irish nuns still ran it. Sisters Magdalen and Martha were gone.  

I sat in the terraced garden looking down at the graceful cupola of the Duomo. What had 

changed? What had I learned in the intervening time? 

For one thing—patience. Life will self-correct if you give it time. When I was around ten 

years-old, my father arranged for me to take an introductory course in accordion playing. I hated 

it. My mother wanted me to continue. My father let me off the hook. ‘I’m not going to force 

him,’ he had said. Later, with Soeur Sourire, the singing nun and Julie Andrews in The Sound of 

Music playing guitars, I learned to play the guitar as well. It was all a matter of timing—the right 

moment. 

I may have entered the seminary to avoid the agony of adolescence. I had to face it later at 

an accelerated pace. I may have been dilatory around my vocational decision but when it was 

time, I chose to become a priest. When it was time, I chose not to be a priest. No regrets. I did 

my best at what seemed called for at the moment. 

Another lesson—humility. A classmate from our college days stood up at a 25th class 

reunion and said, “When we were here, we wanted to change the world. Now, I just want to get 

out without embarrassing myself any further.” I so wanted to serve God and humanity on the 

macrocosmic, supernatural level. I came to find that atmosphere too rarefied. The scale of one on 
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one friendship; the microcosm of my family has proved a more gratifying and seemingly 

successful strategy. 

 

Transition 

So, I went back to Rome with new resolve and commitment. But the more sure I was of my 

intentions and the closer I got to ordination the more I distanced myself from the formative value 

of ‘the rule’ and fear of consequences for breaking it. I had to acknowledge that the seminary 

was a means to an end, a construct that would carry on without me. Like a long-term convict 

about to be released from the security and pattern of prison life, I had to face a life ‘outside’. 

It was literally easy to drop out of the seminary—to put a space between the protective, 

formative, walls and an independent adult life.  But it wasn’t that easy to take the seminary out of 

me. For many years after I was married I had a recurring dream. I would wake in the morning 

and tell my wife, “Had the seminary dream again.” 

It began with me showing up at the vaguely recognizable North American College. I felt 

welcome. The other students slid me right into their scheduled activities. But at some point, I 

would have a reality check. “You know guys,” I would say, “I don’t know what I’m doing here. I 

don’t really belong here. I have a wife and kids.” The response was always along the lines of, 

“Whatever. That’s cool.” And that’s where the dream would end. 

Then, in 1996 my wife and then fourteen-year old daughter, went to Rome. We climbed the 

hill to the North American College, walked the grounds and first floor corridors. On the way out, 

my daughter wanted a picture of the two of us at the gate. My wife took the picture. In the 

background, I can see the barred window in the wall. I have not had the seminary dream since. 

It took twelve years to shape me into a priest. It took four years to unshape me. 

What began with questioning nominal seminary rules gradually grew to include more and 

more of the church rules: saying the breviary every day, not eating meat on Friday, attending 

daily Mass. 

 

Being There 

Late December, 1966, one week before our ordination to the priesthood, seventy of us soon 

to be priests were sent off to an isolated retreat house for a week of total silence and reflective 

prayer while our visiting families were being squired about the city by underclassmen from our 
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diocese. Twice a day inspirational talks offered grist for reflection but during the long periods of 

uninterrupted silence I kept returning to a simple question—what do I bring to the fat lady on the 

porch? I had been reading J. D. Salinger’s book, Franny and Zooey in which the main characters 

pump themselves up for their weekly radio show by picturing a porch bound lady listening to 

their program. The image of reaching out to a basically helpless person stuck in my mind on two 

accounts—how do people not as vital, healthy and active as myself face the world and secondly, 

what would I be able to offer them? Important questions and concerns for someone about to 

define himself as a ‘man for others’. Anyone caring for the chronically ill, the developmentally 

disabled, the emotionally impaired has to believe in the inherent dignity and value of every 

person. But I was so young I couldn’t imagine an existence where I would be totally dependent 

on help from others instead of providing it—a bucket rather than a faucet. Further, if I couldn’t 

see that, how could I be of help to such a person? 

I was unable to answer those concerns at that time. Perhaps I would grow in understanding 

after the whirlwind excitement of family reunion, ordination, first mass, visits to relatives in 

Sicily. Over a number of years of family living and family dying, I have arrived, I hope, at some 

wisdom as expressed in this poem: 

 

There was a fat lady  

out on the porch 

rocking, rocking 

blank eyed and bored 

 

My summer sneaks  

used to skip on past 

the creak, creak, creak 

of her groaning chair 

 

Now I too am marooned  

on my own front stoop 

rocking, rocking 

to the same steady beat 
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that the fat lady started  

across the street 

 

I’ve met her since 

in the bone china grasp of a premie 

in the feathery braille of blue-veined fingers  

in the bracing metal of crutches  

and walkers  

and bed rails 

 

Now that I know her 

I would no longer skip past  

without nodding 

nor presume to preach comfort  

unasked 

 

I might 

instead  

pause on her stoop 

for a moment 

to rock in sync 

with the rocking in me 

 

The day after my ordination, I said my first mass in the company of a special order of nuns 

living near Rome who provided a stunning contrast to the world of words and concepts in which 

I lived. The Little Sisters of Jesus had a mother house, or world headquarters, next to St. Paul’s 

basilica in Tre Fontane. Several of us students would periodically spend a day helping the nuns 

extend their useable land in the time-honored tradition of reducing hilltops to terraces. After days 

of sitting in classes, studying in our rooms and meditating in chapel, it was a physical relief to 

engage in sweaty physical labor. Adding to the appeal, the sisters never unnecessarily spoke to 

each other or, for that matter us—a reprieve from the world of words, words, words. 
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It seems their founder Charles De Foucald conceived of the order for men and women 

while living in the Sahara desert. Drawn to the austerity and spiritual cleansing of desert 

existence, he was forced to face the fact that he lived in a Muslim world with no place for direct 

proselytizing. Over time he evolved a spirituality and approach to missionary work that 

emphasized ‘being’ with people, the poor, the workers, the dispossessed, without telling them 

about Christianity. The idea was to live as a neighbor and let the gospel shine through without 

doing ‘good works’ or preaching. So, his followers work in factories, live with gypsies, travel 

with circuses with no outward sign of religious affiliation except for a tiny, metal cross, lapel 

pin. 

One day, leaning on my shovel between wheelbarrow loads, I managed to ask an Irish nun 

wearing a denim habit if a typical small group of her sisters, say, living in New York, would join 

a protest march. Her reply: “No, we wouldn’t. We believe the poor have no voice and we would 

simply suffer along with them.” 

It took me, a young man on the prod for good things to do for humanity, a short time living 

with a loving spouse and a growing family to realize that only a small part of caring and sharing 

is about words. Presence, sometimes silent presence, carries more weight. 

 

 

YOUNG PRIEST IN DETROIT 

 

The transition back to the States took as long as stepping off the plane in New York. The 

dime I used to call my Uncle Vince was just that—a dime. I no longer had to convert lire into 

dollars in my mind. I was home. Great. Then why the nagging sadness? I realized that, from then 

on, ordinary everyday activities would be automatic: no more challenge to translate thoughts into 

Italian, to be constantly aware that I was a temporary guest in a foreign culture—classic expatriot 

reentry letdown. 

Actually, my uncle snuffed out on any lingering nostalgia by taking me to his favorite 

Italian restaurant that night. After four years of Italian food, I was ready for steak and fries, 

Chinese, Mexican...anything but more spaghetti, no matter the sauce. The next morning, tucking 

into a helping of fried eggs and hash browns at a greasy spoon across from the United Nations 

building, I finally knew I was really back. 
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The welcome at my family home was another matter. I had barely walked into the door 

when two of my brothers who hadn’t seen me in four years called me out to the backyard. They 

had been 11 and 12-year olds when I left. Now as 15 and 16 year olds Roy and Paul wanted to 

reassess the pecking order, to check for slippage in the interim. They promptly jumped me. A 

short tussle later had me on top, holding them down, status quo ante prevailing. 

As we went back into the house, laughing and teasing, I noticed a visitor in the front 

room—a nun from the convent down the street. I inventoried my appearance—shirt out, grass 

stains on my pants, hair tousled. I tried to duck down the hall to the bathroom. My father insisted 

on introducing me, “Sister Jean-Ann this is my son, the priest.” My brothers smirked from across 

the room—count on us to keep you humble. 

My parents threw a welcome home party for me. My friend, Bob, who had been asked to 

leave the seminary after college, was there. He had since acquired a Master’s in Social Work and 

made a point of pigeon holing me during a lull in the festivities. "I know what you studied 

because I took the same classes, all except theology, and you don't know the first thing about 

counseling. I have spent a lot of time and effort trying to repair the damage done to Catholics by 

well meaning but ignorant priests. Just do Rogerian therapy. Listen. Nod. Empathize. Refer them 

on, but don't butt in when you don't know what you're doing." That sounded right to me. 

The first day at my first parish I did a walk around of the city block sized complex. The 

church was a classic red brick, slate roofed structure with spear pointed, stained glass windows 

marching along the sides. A matching rectory stood to one side of the church. On the other was a 

grade school, a convent for the nun teachers and a gymnasium. A small cemetery nestled behind 

the church parking lot. On the whole, it was not huge by some mega parish standards, but still 

large enough with 18,000 souls on the rolls. 

I enlisted my brother Paul to help me lug my theological books to the rectory. We struggled 

and huffed with the wooden shipping crate till it sat in the center of the third floor attic. I paused 

to study the box—four years of churchly wisdom and doctrine densely compacted into a 3x3 foot 

cube. Had I absorbed all that? A block of information stored in my brain? Did I need those 

records of words and ideas anymore? Or was it time to apply them, grow with them? 

Later that day, I sat in the chair of my small office. A draft of secular air whispered through 

the diamond shaped, unstained glass windows warping the view of the busy intersection a 
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parking lot away. Both hands on my desk, I studied the two chairs off its end and wondered what 

it was going to be like counseling people with all the wisdom of my twenty seven years. 

 

Less is More 

 It didn’t take long to find out. A couple of days later, the intercom buzzed. "Father 

Novara...I know you speak Italian...that's kinda close to Spanish, right?" 

"Sort of...but I do know a smattering of Spanish..." 

"Great, because there's a young woman here who only speaks Spanish and she wants to see 

a priest." 

"Send her in," I said, eager to try out my new role as spiritual advisor. 

"Buenos dias," I said to a woman, maybe 22-23, black hair snugged across her brow with a 

flower barrette, her hazel eyes level with mine brightened at my greeting. 

"Muy buenos, a usted, Padre." 

She sat carefully, knees together tugging her flower print dress taut across her close pressed 

knees. 

I waited. She twisted a hanky in her hands. "Hay una problema..." she began, "con mi 

esposo." 

Okay, I figured, here comes a predictable husband-complaint of drinking, or gambling or 

womanizing or maybe just inattention." 

"When we are in bed..." she muttered in simple Spanish, then looked up and made a vague 

gesture, as if to say, 'help me here...you know...making love.' 

I nodded—okay, I got the context, nothing like cutting to the chase. 

"We cannot do it." 

 To my puzzled look she responded, "redoble." 

Redoble...redoble. I tried to think what it meant in Spanish. I was about to excuse myself 

and get a Spanish dictionary from my room when she gave me a meaningful look, raised her 

index finger in the air and then bent it down. 

Redoble. I get it. Geez. Now what? We're basically talking about getting tab A into slot 

B—which, at the time, was about the extent of my knowledge on the general subject. So much 

for twelve years studying Latin and philosophy and theology. So much for pouring forth 

profound spiritual wisdom. 
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I looked at the forlorn woman. No need at this point for my friend, Bob's, warnings. I had 

no idea of where to begin. So I tried to express something like, 'I feel your pain' but that was 

quite a stretch. I finally counseled her to be patient, not to put pressure on her husband, to be 

understanding, supportive. If things didn't straighten out (this last part was tricky to translate) in 

the next couple of months, I would see if I could refer her on for more specialized attention. 

Some three months later I noticed her leaving church with a man, presumably her husband. 

She caught my eye and dawdled behind him for a moment. She gave me a thumbs-up, then 

patted her belly and winked. So much for language barriers.  

Another incident along the lines of priest as sex manual happened while I was still in Italy 

(we were ordained at Christmas and continued our studies through June making ourselves 

available for pastoral service). I sat in a dark, stuffy confessional box eager to exercise my long- 

anticipated license to advise and forgive. I heard the door on my right shut. I slid back the 

privacy door and could barely discern the outline of a young woman’s head. 

“Mi benediga padre,” she began using the traditional penitent’s formula. After mentioning 

a couple of minor ‘sins’, she got to the heart of her visit. “Father, I would like to know how far I 

can go with my fiancé...” 

Hmm, I thought, eager to draw on the many classes and hours of moral theology I had just 

finished studying, what should I say? Well, I talked about doing this but not that; about a loving, 

committed relationship; about the sanctity of the marriage act—concepts that would be at home 

in the current ‘just say no’ and ‘abstinence till marriage’ initiatives. 

Finally, after a ten-minute lecture, I paused to ask, “Does that help?” 

The girl hesitated. “Well, actually...I only wanted to know if I can use the familiar pronoun 

tu rather than formal lei when addressing him.” 

Counseling Italian women continued in the States. I can recall very few brides beneath the 

parade of wedding veils I faced on Saturday mornings. However, one Italian woman stood out 

partly because she could speak no English. When she showed up at the rectory, to arrange for her 

wedding, the secretary automatically assigned her to me. 

I studied the young woman...well not so very young...maybe early thirties, a little plump, a 

little plain as she primly settled into the seat next to my desk. She twisted her hanky in her busy 

hands and squirmed nervously, but I could tell she was pleased with herself, her prospects for a 

happy marriage. I determined that her fiancé was visiting from Italy. I immediately suspected 
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that this was a semi arranged marriage of convenience: she to get married, he to get citizenship. 

In the course of the discussion, I casually asked if she were in love with the man. She looked at 

me, slightly puzzled, and replied, "He comes from a good family." I grimaced, suddenly recalling 

some realities of Italian life acquired during my four years studying in Rome in the early 1960’s. 

For example, for some Italians, marriage isn't necessarily about individual passionate love but 

more about getting a job or rather doing a job for the good of the community. If love came into 

the picture, that was a bonus. 

Then I remembered something else—how sheltered and naive unmarried Italian women 

could be. I knew she wouldn't be attending the usual premarital conferences and so, felt an 

obligation to determine if she had, at the very least, a rudimentary idea of the geophysiology of 

the sexual act. Of course, I wasn't in much of a position to expound on the subject being tone 

deaf at an organ recital myself, so I asked if she had an aunt she could talk to. She nodded yes. 

Then I handed her a basic marriage manual I had found in the bottom of my desk drawer. “Read 

this. If you still have questions...maybe I can fill in the blanks.” 

Come rehearsal night, I pulled the young woman aside and asked, "Did you read the 

book?” 

In an off-hand manner, she said, "Oh, that. My mother took one look at it and said, 'who 

give a you this dirty book?' and threw it away." 

She shrugged. I shrugged. She would learn what she had to know soon enough. 

There were several lessons to be gained from these experiences that have served me well 

ever since. I learned not to frontload information on people. It’s much better to wait and 

determine what they need to know and then offer to fill in the blanks as required. 

I followed this wisdom with my children. For example, one of my daughters, five at the 

time, popped out with, “Daddy, who are those people who don’t want to have kids?” 

Somehow, I guessed where she was going. “You mean priests and nuns?” 

“Yeah, them.” 

“Well, it’s not like they don’t want to have children. They choose not to get married and...” 

“Oh, the penis and the vagina part...” she replied, nodding her head as she entered this new 

information into her data base. 

I kept silent remembering to answer what is asked for and nothing more. 
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I have also used this backfill versus frontload method in my professional capacity as an 

instructional designer and trainer. I make sure to find out what my clients know and what they 

don’t know before supplying answers to questions that haven’t been asked.  

I have also found that I don’t really have to be an expert on a subject in order to teach 

others about it. I just have to know the person who does know—the so-called SME or Subject 

Matter Expert. The rest is recognizing what I don’t know and instructional design from there. 

 

Celebrity Status 

As a young priest, I quickly became aware that I was being watched or noticed and had to 

be on my best behavior at all times. I wasn’t the only one. Once, at a gathering of ministers of 

various denominations in downtown Detroit, we were discussing the problem of pornographic 

magazines when, glancing out the window, I spotted a familiar bunny logo on a nearby club. 

“Perhaps,” I suggested, “we could engage in a little field research across the street.” There was a 

very deliberate pause, count 1-2, as all the ministers checked out the audience and context before 

laughing—the ministerial safety pause, like a radio show time delay for call ins. 

One March, skiing at Aspen, a young woman in a bar stared hard at me and said, “You look 

just like a priest back home in Detroit.” 

“Really? Lucky guy that he should look just like me,” I replied trying to evade the familiar 

discussion about life as a priest. 

A week later, my face still scorched red from the high-altitude sun, I stood before a line of 

parishioners distributing Holy Communion at Sunday Mass. I reached into the ciborium for a 

fresh host, looked up and found myself staring at the young woman from Aspen. She gave me an 

‘aha—gotcha’ glare before reaching out her hand to receive the host. 

I see current celebrities in the media and I wonder what it’s like for them. Derek Jeter, the 

New York Yankee shortstop, grew up in our town and was a schoolmate of one of my daughters. 

The whole community shared the excitement of watching major league scouts at his high school 

games and following his progression through the minors. When I see him on television plugging 

one or another product, I wonder if he is plagued by omnipresent fans and media attention. 

I certainly had no regrets escaping the magnifying glass of public scrutiny and constant self 

monitoring. I can remember the sense of liberation I felt, shortly after leaving the priesthood, 

when a barber was not doing what I had asked for. My first, well-trained impulse was to keep 
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quiet or politely explain yet again that I wanted a short haircut and not a fancy styling job. I 

suddenly realized that I was no longer Father Novara. I was Joe Novara, paying customer, and I 

didn’t have to defer to his sensibilities or the dignity of my vocation. So, I lit into him in no 

uncertain terms. What a relief! 

So, what did I learn from my brief exposure to celebrity status? I learned not to take the 

kind of attention that comes from a job too seriously. It’s just a role I’m playing. Change the 

job...lose the attention. I’m the constant. Just be myself. Also I learned not to blurt out the first 

thing that comes to mind but to gauge my audience and their sensibilities—to be politically 

correct. 

 

Two Rookies  

Dennis was my classmate through college. When I was sent to Rome for my four years of 

theological studies, he went to the local seminary, St. John’s.  Even though we were classmates, 

he was not ordained in June with the rest of the class of 1967. The word that came down was 

that, among other concerns, 'he had great leadership potential but that they weren't sure where he 

was leading.' But they did ordain him with the class of '68 and promptly assigned him to my 

parish. Two freshmen, basically, under the same roof. Our pastoral team consisted of the pastor, 

Father Ray, a forty year veteran; Father Lawrence; and a retired priest, Father Lee, who pretty 

much said mass in the morning and stayed in his room the rest of the day. There was quite a 

crowd when we were all at table together. 

If I put myself at the head of the table in the person of our pastor, a kindly, sincere man of 

retirement age, I wonder what he was thinking as he looked at Dennis and me: ‘Why me Lord? 

The coach for two rookies. It’s not enough that the Vatican Council has me saying mass in 

English and being friendly with Protestants. There’s all kinds of other stuff going on—Civil 

Rights, Vietnam, marches, protests. I had a colored parish...or am I not supposed to call them 

that anymore? I loved those little scamps. Oops, can I say that? Look at those two green kids 

they sent me. They’re sure to be on top of all that—pushing, pushing, trying new things. Why 

couldn’t I have got two older guys who know the job—what’s expected of them—just slip on in 

and keep things running smoothly. Instead, I’m for sure going to be picking up after them. Why 

me?’ 
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If he was a little paranoid, it wasn’t as though he didn’t have a right to be. A month earlier 

a middle aged, veteran priest, the one Dennis replaced, had decided to leave the priesthood to get 

married. My reaction to the news demonstrated the generation gap between us.  

I can still remember Father Ray coming into my office, his face set like a bearer of grave 

news. "Gene has decided to leave the priesthood," he began. 

"Oh," I said, nonchalantly. "Well, I wish him well. There's no point in forcing yourself to 

do something that doesn't fit." 

Father Ray’s face dropped. That was not what he had expected to hear. I had treated the 

priestly vocation, his priesthood, like a trial marriage—if it works out fine, if not, walk away, no 

harm done. Now that I’m older, Ray’s age, actually, I realize that I might have shown more 

consideration for his perspective, for his feelings. After all, one priest’s abandonment of his 

vocation could be felt as repudiation of another's personal choice and dedication. 

I got another perspective and advice on this matter from a visiting priest (we often had 

extra help over Holy Week and other busy times from priest-scholars otherwise attached to 

universities). We were alone at breakfast. He began, "You know, I worked in Iowa with the 

farmers for a time." I looked up to study the silver-haired, square-jawed cleric sitting across from 

me, his massive hand delicately balancing a spoon over a bowl of corn flakes. 

"They didn't appreciate me poking around all the time...getting in their way.” He made eye 

contact. “Power tools,” he pronounced, “that's the secret. Keeps you busy...focused. Cutting. 

Pounding. Building." He paused for a spoonful, looked out the window, chewing thoughtfully, 

then turned back, "Gene left, you know." 

I have followed that well-meant advice...in part.  I have found great satisfaction in making 

sawdust and the odd artifact over the years but not in support of celibacy. 

So there we were, Dennis and I—priest corps volunteers out to serve our assigned country.  

At first our screw-ups were relatively minor. 

For example, around that time, Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated. Some of the high 

school students I worked with were very upset and needed to talk it out. So, I invited them to the 

rectory that evening. After an hour or so we were ready to break up and I offered the mixed 

group of five guys and girls to come back to the kitchen for some refreshments—Coke, coffee, 

beer. One guy took me up on the beer. 
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That's when Father Lee walked into the kitchen in his collarless, starched white shirt, silver 

cuff links in place. His face registered the surprise of a person walking in on someone naked. Or, 

more precisely, he looked like someone had seen him in his underwear...a priest without his 

cassock. He called me into the hallway, his double chins quaking, "What are they doing in our 

kitchen?" he scolded. 

"Well," I began, "this is my house too and in my home people come into the kitchen for 

coffee." 

Father Lee stared back, wattles quavering. It had been a very long time since he had 

thought or spoken about his childhood home. "And what are you thinking...offering beer to a 

minor? What if he gets into an accident on the way home?" 

I paused. Thought.  Conceded, "You're right...about the beer. That was dumb.” 

As I look back on the incident, I realize that treating those teenagers as peers was related to 

my own emotional age at the time. I was perhaps ten years older than them, but still, at times, felt 

like the fourteen-year old who had left some part of himself at the seminary door. 

Dennis had some minor miscues as well. We priests took turns saying mass in the nun's 

convent with single classes from our parish elementary school. The small, carpeted chapel 

allowed the twenty or so students to gather around the altar and share a more intimate experience 

of the liturgy. This was a great opportunity to connect with the children in a direct and personal 

way. 

Over lunch, Dennis related how, at the point of the homily in the liturgy, he gathered the 

children around on the floor, sat down himself and engaged in a dialogue sermon. The gospel 

that day had been about the Good Shepherd so he began by asking, "Who knows what a 

shepherd is?" 

An eager hand went up. "It's a kind of dog. Like a police dog. " 

Once he got the discussion on track, Dennis started questioning the first graders about the 

Holy Eucharist. "After a while," he reported, "it became pretty clear that they all understood 

Holy Communion was the body of Christ. So, I asked them if they wanted to go to communion 

and they all said, ‘Yeah’. So, we did it." 

Pastor Ray’s face froze over the tomato soup. I winced knowing how much of a family 

event First Communion was to people in this area. Father Lawrence said, "Geez! Do you know 

what kind of grief you just stirred up?" 
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I knew what Dennis was thinking. I partly agreed. So, they receive communion this year 

and not next year, what’s the big deal? The operative issue is their awareness of what it means. 

Father Lawrence looked at the Pastor. "Maybe we should be sure Dennis handles all the 

irate phone calls when the fit hits the shan.” Reacting to Dennis’s puzzled look he added, 

“...from all the parents whose plans for first communion dresses and parties and pictures have 

been so casually cancelled." 

That's what I mean by minor, first-job thoughtlessness. But real issues were soon to follow. 

It turns out that Dennis's mistrusted leadership abilities had a wider scope than premature first 

communion. Involved in the emerging anti-war sentiment of the time, he had been arrested and 

jailed in ‘68 for civil disobedience as part of the Poor People’s/Resurrection City campaign and 

the next year for trashing the offices of a chemical company that produced munitions used in 

Vietnam. That shook up the parish on an unprecedented scale...me included. 

This parish on the East side of Detroit had approximately 5000, mostly blue-collar, families 

accounting for 18,000 souls. Not many were behind Dennis's action. To be honest, I found it 

quite a ways beyond my comfort zone. I had attended several protest marches, had been 

downtown when mounted police had to break up a boisterous rally. I preached against the police 

intervention from the pulpit and watched a number of officers get up and leave—it felt so good 

to be self-righteous and have the bully pulpit to boot. But my sense of priest-as-challenging-

prophet stopped short of breaking the law. I just couldn't picture myself doing anything like that. 

After doing preliminary time, Dennis came back to the parish, full beard and all. Some of 

our congregation shared our sentiments about the war and we made an effort to welcome him 

back. 

The following summer was long and painful as Father Ray slowly succumbed to leukemia. 

Dennis and I truly respected his honesty and integrity and very real goodness. During our visits 

to him in the hospital, I'm not sure if he appreciated our well meant attentions or held his breath 

waiting for more reports of alarming and disruptive sabotage and disparagement of his life work. 

When Father Ray finally passed, we held the funeral at our parish church and, as is the 

custom, many of the Detroit priests attended and concelebrated the funeral mass. Later they all 

crowded into the rectory for a drink. Dennis and I, the youngest in the crowd, were squeezed into 

a corner and somehow felt the full focus of attention turn on us. 
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One of Father Ray’s classmates looked right at us and boomed, "You know what's wrong 

with young priests today? They've got no class spirit." Nods of agreement circled the room while 

I suddenly grasped where he and they were coming from. Ray's classmates clung to each other 

like family. They jointly purchased an island in Manitoulin Bay in northern Lake Huron where 

they would all spend a couple of weeks each summer playing cards, fishing and generally 

bonding. If one of their group was having a problem—drinking, depression, or whatever—they 

took turns letting their brother in the Lord stay at their respective rectories for a couple of weeks 

at a time knitting the raveled sleeves of their ministry. 

‘No class spirit’. They were right.  As a child of the late 60’s and Vatican II my experience 

of the priesthood was individualistic rather than tribal. If the men of Father Ray’s vintage had 

found a formula to support themselves in their service of the Lord, I say ‘Amen’ to that. Having 

experienced both, however, I prefer the fatherhood of family to the brotherhood of priests. 

 

Get Over Yourselves 

At dinner one night, Father Lawrence offered Dennis and me some ‘Dutch Uncle’ advice. 

The savvy veteran knew what he was doing in his ministry—a professional athlete versus a 

college player—no wasted emotion or energy. He speared a piece of chicken paprikas, our cook 

Helen's specialty, and raised his head of thinning grayish-blond hair to fix both of us with a cold 

eye. "You know what's wrong with you guys?" he pronounced. "You're looking for too much 

from the priesthood. You want everyone to know and love you personally. Parishioners don't 

give a damn about you as YOU. They love your collar, your role. That you’re young and willing 

to give your lives to them, reaffirms their faith. But you as Joe or Dennis...you come and go. So 

quit thinking so much about yourself and just give them what they want, the way they want it." 

Forty years later I better understand what he meant. He was right—to a point. To us, at the 

time, his outlook seemed cynical and cold. But now that I've been a father, supervisor and 

teacher I’ve come to realize the bigger-than-me impersonality of role expectations. I’ve had to 

come down on my daughters around missed-curfews; laid off employees; flunked students when 

I would have preferred not to. It wasn’t me. It was my job. 
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Liturgical Burn Out 

Father Lawrence provided a reality check but did not solve the problem. The Vatican 

Council proposed a major shift in liturgical participation for Catholics: from observer of ritual to 

co-celebrant. If in the past we had been silently enthralled at the performance of La Boheme we 

were now expected to harmonize in sing-alongs. It was a swing from awe in the presence of the 

overwhelming and incomprehensible ‘other’ to looking for God in each other during the 

celebration of the Eucharist. 

Given that, it would not be surprising that I found the sheer volume of liturgical service I 

was asked to perform, not to mention the impersonality of it all, to be troublesome and ultimately 

unsustainable. Let me explain. In a parish the size of mine, I couldn’t possibly know all the 

families, certainly not in the beginning. And yet I would be expected to conduct a prayer service 

at a wake for a group of people obviously grieving for a beloved family member whom I knew 

not at all. Same for the funeral the next day. And the ten children I baptized on Sunday 

afternoon. And the couple I married on Friday night and another couple on Saturday morning. 

And the 600 parishioners I said mass for on Sunday at 9:00 and the second 600 at 10:30. I began 

to feel like a functionary issuing drivers licenses or parking permits in a government job. 

There were exceptions—a parishioner, father of twelve children, dying of lung cancer, for 

example, offered a glimpse into how it could be different. But the whole system was set up to 

move priests to different parishes every five years or so to, as I understood it, insure they did not 

get too attached to certain families and cliques, to make sure they stayed objective and somewhat 

detached as they provided their clerical services. 

For me, there was an obvious disconnect between training and reality. 

From a perspective later in life, I have to wonder if I wasn’t being naive, over idealistic like 

a newlywed disappointed that a partner wasn’t the be-all and end-all of existence, that marriage 

wasn’t ‘happy ever after’. Perhaps if I had remained a priest for a longer time I might have 

arrived at the clear-eyed wisdom of second-marrieds with their tempered, realistic expectations 

for a committed relationship. 

Additionally, doctors, therapists, mechanics and plumbers don’t look for deep, 

interpersonal connections with their clients. In fact, a certain amount of professional distance is 

preferable for all concerned. Perhaps if I could have compartmentalized; told myself, ‘This is 

your work. You can turn it off when you get home’. But the message absorbed over years of 
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seminary training was: You are priest...priest is you. There was no space between who I was and 

what I did. Like a policeman, I was never off duty. After a very short while, the duty of 

administering sacraments became very mechanical. Belief in their efficacy and eventually their 

meaning became difficult to sustain. 

This disillusionment was more than the predictable reality gap between professional studies 

and professional life. It was more than the big-city schedule of liturgical services. Having to 

constantly and anonymously administer sacraments only served to emphasize the ever widening 

chasm between my belief in how the liturgy was meant to be and how I was actually 

experiencing it.  

 

I Thought It Was a Man 

One night as I walked across the parking lot behind the church, head down against the 

spitting drizzle, I was pulled up short by an elderly woman’s voice. 

“Thank God, it’s you father. I thought it was a man.” 

Before I could respond, the disembodied, oversized umbrella floated past me on the way to 

evening devotions. 

No hard feelings. I knew what she meant...what I meant to her. I was a non-combatant in 

the battle of the sexes. But her remark did startle a flock of familiar, male-ego questions: Was I 

truly attractive to the clerical groupies who found excuses to seek me out or was it just the 

uniform? Was I a beta male by nature or choice? Was I really sending safe-uncle signals or was I 

just role-playing? Here’s a story that catches the cross currents of a celibate life. 

 

The Workshop Made Me Do It 

A priest shouldn’t stare at a woman—allow himself a direct, appraising scan. But he had to 

know. Could it be her? Feigning a shift to settle himself at the hotel breakfast bar, he took in the 

woman on his left. She was older now. Of course. It had to be ten…twelve years ago. Hair black 

as ever. A fragrance—perfume, make-up, shampoo, maybe all of them, he wouldn’t know—

yanked him back, like a smell from childhood, to the last time he saw her a celibate lifetime ago. 

He sighed. Stared straight ahead for a long moment. That’s why he hated conferences and 

convocations and seminars. They always landed him in weird, uncomfortable situations with 

women.  
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“Would you pass the salt, please?” the woman asked. 

“Sure,” he said, dropping the shaker into her child-sized palm. So petite, he recalled. Under 

the cover of the transaction, he cut a glance at her bosom. It was her all right.  

He flashed to the night, after an all-day session, when an impromptu group had gone to 

dinner. On the ride back, everyone cramming into one taxi, he had reached under her armpits to 

lift her onto his lap. His fingertips, extending beyond her rib cage, felt the sides of her breasts—

full for a tiny woman. 

So, it is her. Now what, he wondered. Do I lean over and say ‘hello’ hoping that she’ll 

remember our time together? What if she has completely forgotten and I’m just nursing an over-

heated memory? Fool. And then if I have to remind her, how would that be? What would I say 

then?  

“Bran muffin and coffee,” he ordered. 

Forget about it, he advised himself. You got absolution. It’s over. But he knew better. 

Whenever he left the confines of the parish, he got like this—twitchy, out of sorts. Seminars, 

panel discussions, breakout sessions, no matter the name, put him back in school, strapped in his 

seat, waves of information breaking over him. No wonder he ran from a day full of sessions as 

though sling-shot from class. 

Buttering his muffin, he realized that he was rationalizing—an all too familiar evasion to 

someone who spent his life admonishing others in the confessional, from the pulpit and in 

counseling sessions to take personal responsibility for their actions. It was so easy to blame 

someone or something else. But it really was different in his case. The workshops made him do 

it.  

For one thing, they kept him off balance. Just about the time he would think he was 

anonymous—no black shoes, no black socks—someone would blow his cover. Like the time a 

workshop facilitator insisted that all the participants introduce themselves and share their goals 

for the session. As soon as he spoke his name, a woman in front of him, spun in her seat and 

shouted, “You married me!” The silence was deafening. His first impulse, as usual, was to play it 

like a straight line, ‘Yeah, but you got the beach house and kids...what more do you want?’ But 

he could feel the rest of the group staring, at him, at her, uncertain if he was a runaway spouse 

who had left the woman with six children or the celebrant at her wedding. Joan McTaggart. He 
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surprised himself—recognizing a single face from the long parade of marriages he had 

solemnized over the years. More surprisingly, he remembered her name. 

He couldn’t get away from it. He could never relax. Clerical paparazzi were everywhere, 

waiting for a chance to pop in his face. The only difference at a conference was—he sometimes 

let his guard down. 

“Could you hand me some Equal?” he asked the woman. She reached him a blue packet 

without looking up. She obviously didn’t recognize his voice. God, how could I have done that, 

he thought. With her. So improbable. 

Then he remembered, made a sudden connection, back to another workshop—ten men, one 

woman and she, eight months pregnant. At the end of the day, participants milling about, waiting 

for someone to suggest plans for the evening, the woman pulled him aside. Short, her cheeks 

ripe, her smile pleading gently, she asked if he would take her to dinner. Glancing at the other 

men, her puffy fingers massaging her purse, she added, “You seem so safe.” He had wanted to 

shout back, ‘So do you.’ But chivalry prevailed. 

Safe. He chewed on that word for many months afterwards. Was that how he came across? 

Safe? It was one thing to promise to be celibate. It was something else to feel like a father’s day 

card—sweet, predictable, non-threatening. 

That’s where his head was when the woman sitting next to him now had leaned over so 

many years ago and whispered in his ear, “You remind me of Alan Alda.”  

For once in his life, his first thought was not, ‘What would Jesus do’? but ‘What would 

Hawkeye do’? 

Wrapping his fingers around his coffee cup, he sipped, surprised by waves of guilt he 

thought had long since subsided. Floundering, he reflexively grasped for some way to provide 

solace, support, forgiveness to the troubled soul beside him. That was how he usually got past 

the initial attraction to a beautiful parishioner—by tapping into his helping self. If only he could 

talk things over with this woman. Discuss. Relate. He paused. But where would I begin? What 

would I have to say? I never really got to know her—not as a person. It would be like that time I 

ran into Paul Newman outside a restaurant. I felt compelled to let him know I recognized him. 

He nodded. Then it hit me. Why am I bothering this man? I don’t really know him, care about 

him. I just recognize him. Big deal. What do I expect him to do? Ask me to be his eternal friend? 

Tell me the deepest secrets of his soul? 
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A sidelong glance revealed the woman gathering her things to leave. Who am I kidding, 

anyway? She doesn’t need help. I do. I’m the overwrought naif, here. She probably just cast her 

bread upon the water—a generous offering to a nice middle-aged man who looked like he 

needed to get lucky for once in his life. Can’t I just accept that? Cherish the gift, like a stunning 

sunset or a delicate butterfly? 

Just finish your muffin, Mike, he told himself. Less is more. Move on. 

He stood to leave. She stood. They collided. Made eye contact. Was that a flicker of 

recognition, he asked himself. 

“Sorry.” 

“Excuse me.” 

His heart rate accelerated. What was her name? He couldn’t remember. He would not allow 

himself to glance at her name tag. 

She nodded and strode toward the exhibition hall. 

Later, strolling among the vendors and booths, he looked up from a pile of brochures to the 

rep behind the table. Her. 

“Hi, Mike,” she said, smiling professionally. 

Did she remember me or had she read my name tag, he wondered. 

See, he thought, that’s why I hate going to conferences. As he walked away he glanced 

down at his name tag hanging from a lanyard. It faced his chest.  

 

Playing ‘safe’ counselor within the asexual bubble of celibacy often made for confused and 

conflicted dealings with women. A loving spouse and family proved much more natural and 

gratifying. 

 

Fun in the Parish 

I had fun in the parish too. For example, with the kids in our grade school. Taking a cue 

from my pediatric hospital visits in Rome, I enjoyed popping into their classrooms. I think the 

nuns appreciated my disruption. I know the kids did. I didn't engage them in catechism drills, 

instead I lead them in songs. My favorite was "There was an old woman who swallowed a fly". 

We would sing it through together, once. Then I would ask, "Who wants to be the fly." Two 

dozen hands would shoot up. I would pick one of the kids. "Who wants to be the spider?" Once I 
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had all the animals assigned, we would start the song again and each time we got to their critter, 

the appropriate kid would shout out their animal—they loved it. 

The high schoolers were another matter. As the junior member of the pastoral team, I was 

assigned the leadership of the youth group. With the help of a young couple, we took the dozen 

or so adolescents horseback riding, skiing and canoeing. 

On a ski outing to a nearby resort, which in Lower Michigan is more like a driveway on 

steroids, I raced to and fro offering tips, picking up fallen skiers and generally holding my breath 

that no one would get hurt. 

At one point, after some individual instruction to one of the students, Loren, I finally 

convinced her to move off the bunny hill and try the intermediate slope. I trailed her up the rope 

tow, left her at the head of the slope and skied half way down where I stopped, planted my poles 

and called, "C'mon now, you can do it. Just remember the 'snow plow' turn I taught you. You'll 

do fine." 

I could see her lips tighten in determination as she pushed off with her poles and then I 

heard a prolonged, "Yaaaah!' as she barreled down the fall line. 

"Turn! Use the snow plow. Lean Forward and on your left ski!" I shouted as the "Yaaah" 

continued on by me like the sound effects in a B action movie. I squinted and held my breath as 

she reached the hard-packed icy ruts at the base of the slopes, fell on her butt and careened into a 

rack of skis like a bowling ball splattering pins in all directions. 

When I finally got her calmed down in the lodge over a cup of hot chocolate and she 

stopped glaring at me, I looked out the broad windows to the bunny slope off to the right. "Is that 

Marjorie at the top of the slope?" I asked. 

"Uh-huh." 

I studied the overweight young lady frozen in place. "When is she going to start down?" I 

wondered out loud. 

"I dunno," Linda muttered. 

Ten minutes later, chocolate finished, Marjorie still stood her ground. 

"She's been there since we first got here," Loren said. 

"Oh." 

Soon I was at the top of the bunny slope. 

"How's it going Marjorie?" 
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"Scared." 

"I see. Well, it's pretty easy to do the snow plow, just point you skis in a V—" 

"Like Loren did?" 

"Oh...you saw that." 

"Yes, Father." 

I thought about that for a long moment taking stock of the situation. "I bet you're getting 

hungry, and maybe cold and...stuff." 

"Uh-huh. Gotta pee bad." 

"You gonna try to ski down? I can ski right next to you." 

"Nope." 

"Oh. Uhmmm.Tell you what. What if you take off your skis and walk down?" 

She shook her head. I noticed a tear rolling down her ruddy cheek. "Okay, how about this? 

I take off my skis and walk in front of you while you ski down." 

The chubby senior considered this then emitted a soft, "Yes...please." 

So, I popped off my skis, shuffled in front of her, facing down the slope, stomped the heels 

of the ski boots into the snow and told her to lean into me. From there we worked our way down 

the run—no steeper than a handicap ramp—my heels digging in deeper and deeper as we gained 

momentum. I got a grateful hug at the bottom. 

Learned not to do: Put people in places where the only way forward is downhill. 

 

Some Fun 

The nuns assigned to our parish were fun. Some ten or twelve of them lived in the convent 

the other side of the grade school from our rectory. I would stop in occasionally for one of the 

sister's birthdays or some other celebration—or sometimes just because they were enjoyable 

company. 

One Sunday afternoon, I happened to be passing the gymnasium when I heard music and 

laughter coming from within. Several of the younger sisters were roller skating to the sounds of 

Smoky Robinson and the Miracles. Three hours earlier I had said Mass for some 400 

parishioners in the gym. The 'guitar mass' was a fun celebration outside the predictable, Norman-

Architecture, stained-glass-windowed main church.  
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But back to the nuns. One night Dennis and I were invited to the convent rec room and 

were soon challenged to a game of ping-pong. 

I remembered Dennis being a superior player in school and was surprised to see him 

playing even-up with Sister Marianne, the thirty-something head of the convent. I was fascinated 

by the violence of sister's flushed-cheek attacks and the chortled joy every time she made a point. 

Dennis managed to win all the games by a slim margin.  

On the way back to the rectory I remarked, "She was pretty good. But I remember you 

being better than that." 

Dennis replied, "Yeah, well, I played her left-handed." 

Dennis and I sometimes played a little one-on-one basketball in the parking lot behind the 

rectory. One day, Rick, a social work intern for the summer, joined us. He sported a bicycle-

sized spare tire and smoked rather heavily. Soon he was flushed and breathing hard. Hands on 

his knees, he gasped, "You guys can sublimate till you get a heart attack. I'm gonna go out and 

get the real thing." 

One of my favorite forms of fun was baiting Father Lee, the retired priest who lived with 

us. From what I gathered, he had been the pastor, up till he retired, of a small rural parish. Now, 

he said Mass every morning, showed up for breakfast, then disappeared till the next meal.  

One morning, I studied his leonine head and wispy white hair, jowls wobbling as he 

crumbled his shredded wheat in a very precise, predictable manner. He set me off in a way I 

couldn't explain back then—maybe not now either. Perhaps it was what he had said some time 

back as he shot his starched French cuffs, "You know, it's very important to maintain 

appearances. It's so easy to let yourself go, especially when you live in a rural community." He 

nodded to himself, popping his lips a couple of times as if agreeing with the profundity of his 

observation. "Why, when my mother and I went on 'the grand tour'..."  

Appearances. Good form. The exact opposite of the Age of Aquarius I was coming from. 

And yet people in the parish called him ‘father’ just like me. How could we be any more 

different? How could they be so indiscriminate? 

So, since I was alone with our senior resident, I decided to have some fun. "Boy, I sure 

think Sister Marie is kind of cute. You should see her roller skate." 
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"Harrumph," Lee snorted around a mouthful of shredded wheat, slowly lowered his spoon 

to the table, carefully and deliberately folded his napkin and left without so much as looking at 

me. 

 

Communicating 

There was a seminarian in Rome, a deacon from Texas, two years ahead of me who looked 

like he could have been Lyndon Johnson's son. It was his turn to give the homily at our daily 

mass. He launched into his sermon with all the drawl and languor of his Southwest heritage. At 

one point he paused and rubbed his chin as if considering his thought for the first time, then 

hunched his chin forward in an affirmative gesture, "As Jesus Christ once said and I'm inclined 

to agree..." 

I don't remember the rest of his sermon but I never forgot his truculent attribution to his 

Lord and Savior. 

There aren't too many times I've laughed out loud during a sermon. But I've always thought 

it was the perfect place to drop a perfect straight line...a comics dream: a captive audience, dead 

serious material and then the chance to catch the crowd off guard. Irresistible. I can't say I was 

looking for a chance to get a rise out of my congregation but the possibility was always there. 

One Sunday, late March, snow melting, winter loosening its grip, I was in the middle of my 

tight, ten minute sermon that I had worked on for ten hours the preceding week. I always worked 

hard on the word—trying to reach people's minds. I wanted to share whatever I could of what I 

had learned in my studies abroad from some of the top scholars in their fields. 

One of my key topics came from my moral theology professor, Father Fuchs—the cross 

between Cary Grant and a U-Boat commander. He made a lasting impression on me by 

propounding his favorite theme: St. Paul...Liberty and the Law. His approach, based on the 

Pauline epistles, recommended getting past the letter of the law and enjoying the freedom of 

Christian love. His message: get your mind straight about right and wrong and follow 

it...internalize the moral imperatives of religion and get beyond the pharisaical tediousness of 

minute laws stood in marked contrast to another professor, Father Maurizio Zalba who 

exemplified Jesuit, nit-picking casuistry in the extreme. 

I, of course, had dutifully purchased Zalba’s 1500 page, onion-paper tome of case upon 

case of moral predicaments that he proposed to resolve. One in particular stood out. The problem 
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described was: What if a young man, while riding his motor cycle to work got sexually aroused 

and ejaculated? Was it a sin and could he continue? Zalba’s answer was: He could ride his cycle 

on the way to work on weekdays but he could not indulge in pleasure riding on the weekends. 

Shortly after that course I converted that manual-for-righteous-living to a door stop and 

welcomed the more intelligent approach of Father Fuchs and his interpretation of St. Paul. 

I took my sermons seriously and refused to simply mouth feel-good platitudes. The longer I 

was in the parish the more my message focused on the challenge of self-realization, to think 

through the rules of the church and come to personal acceptance or rejection of them. For 

example, even if birth control was prohibited by the church, each adult still had to make a 

mature, adult, responsible decision for his or her family. I couldn't come out in favor of birth 

control from the pulpit but I could encourage my congregation in general terms to take charge of 

their own moral decisions and to have the courage of their convictions. But more and more I was 

trying to tell folks to think on their own to move past reliance on the church for every moral 

decision in their lives. 

The primacy of individual consciousness and possibility of growing past a need for mother 

church was not exactly a message compatible with long-time job security. But that was the only 

true message I felt like I could propound at the time.  

So, there I was preaching on my chosen theme... St. Paul, Liberty and the Law when a huge 

chunk of melting ice rumbled down the three story high slate roof of the church. I stopped for the 

expectant pause as we all waited for the thundering crash in the courtyard on the other side of the 

stained glass windows. 

This was my chance to play the insouciant Texan...and I had a ready-made straight line. In 

the hushed pause, I tilted my head toward the rafters and said, "If you're inclined to disagree with 

that last statement, I could always rephrase..." I looked back down to a sea of blank, 

uncomprehending faces. Not a flicker of connection. Nada. I had a moment of clarity...I was on a 

different page from my congregation. I was preaching to a blank wall. I could have simply 

repeated the Lord's Prayer over and over and they would have been just as satisfied with my 

sermon. Father Lee could have mouthed bromides and they would have been happy...happier 

probably. It wasn't even that they didn't see the humor in the situation—that they were a ‘tough 

crowd’ as Don Rickles would say. I was wasting my energy in a self-defeating effort for people 

who only wanted to be reassured, not challenged to confront their beliefs. 
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As I stood at the pulpit, I could acknowledge that some changes had occurred since the 

conclusion of the Vatican Council, three years earlier. A communion rail no longer separated the 

faithful from the sanctuary. The altar behind me now faced the congregation. I said mass in 

English. The faithful sang new hymns. But, as I ‘died’ there that Sunday morning, I was 

confronted with the fact that the majority of my congregation wasn’t buying what I was selling. 

They weren’t even in the market. They could endure the jarring superficial changes being 

imposed on them. But, deep down, they yearned for the way their religion used to be. 

So what did I learn not to do from this experience—besides eschewing improvisational 

pulpit humor? I learned not to bang my head against a wall. It's not enough to be sincere, to want 

to care for others. I learned that it's possible to be the right person in the wrong place and it does 

no good to force myself to fit in. 

Some years ago, I visited the same decision-making process after working for a major 

insurance company for six months. I woke up one morning, went to the garage, started to open 

the car door and knew I couldn't make myself work in that company anymore. I just didn't fit in. 

And as difficult as it was for us financially, I knew it was important not to twist myself into that 

particular corporate mold. 

I also learned not to try to spend a lot of time or energy trying to change an institution and 

the people in it from the inside. It can be self-defeating. 

 

Easing Out 

Later, when we were both priests in Detroit, Marcus, the Pope hand-kisser, facilitated my 

departure from the ministry by sharing a sociology book that helped me greatly. The basic 

premise, in direct opposition to the message drummed into us throughout seminary training—you 

are priest, priest is who you are—was that we do not become anything, we only do things. 

People do not become doctors or lawyers, they practice medicine or law—an important concept 

if I were to ever walk away from the priesthood. I came to realize that there was no need to 

identify myself ontologically with the priesthood. Joe Novara did priest things for a while. Joe 

Novara could do other things for a time. 

It was a most enlightening concept and served me well during a retreat I attended with 

veteran priests just before I left. Over dinner the discussion wended its way to the high number 

of young priest defections. Since I was the only ‘newbie’ at a table of ‘lifers’, the group wisdom 
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expounded that night seemed to be directed at me if not at their own rationale for remaining in 

the ministry. 

Father Gerald sat across from me. I liked and admired the man from his days as my college 

English instructor. I could see him sitting on the edge of the desk in front of the class, black 

cassock tented over his knee held between cupped hands. “Whose story is this?” he would ask. 

“Who changes and grows?” At a time when we could take only prescribed classes, he offered an 

elective seminar and asked us, to our great surprise, what we wanted to study. We chose to study 

movies. Our final exam was to go to a movie and write an article suitable for publication. This 

was revolutionary, exciting stuff compared to studying Scholastic philosophy from Latin texts. 

And there he was, sitting across from me on our retreat. He shook his knotted brow and 

asked, “If I wasn’t a priest, what would I be?” 

Thinking about being and doing, I wanted to shout, ‘You’d be just as terrific a guy and as 

good a professor as ever.’ That what I would have—could have said—then. These days, I can 

better understand that perhaps it wouldn’t be that simple, that young men find it easier, even 

challenging, to adapt and change, whereas an older man would have years of ingrained habit and 

self-image to confront at every turn. 

 

The Call to Leave 

Toward the end of my second year as a priest, it felt wrong for me to carry on my ministry 

in a detached, impersonal manner. I also felt so liberated from my history of obsession with sin 

and rules, duty and guilt, that I wanted to share that freedom with my congregation. When it 

became clear that the majority didn’t want to or couldn’t hear this message, I felt as though I 

were enabling the same pathology I had recently overcome. I was conducting AA meetings for 

alcoholics who didn’t realize they had a problem. If I had come to these insights earlier on, I 

would have simply ‘dropped out’ of the seminary. No problem...guys did it all the time. As it 

turned out, I had to wait a bit longer before realizing I no longer had a vocation to priestly work. 

I have no regrets for taking so long to discover my short term calling. At first I was angry 

with the church for not letting me see the whole picture. Eventually I began to realize that 

perhaps I was the one who hadn’t anticipated the reality of a post Vatican Council vocation in 

the day to day life of a parish priest. I thought I was going to be a personal trainer for a leaner, 
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enlightened Catholicism. The majority of my congregation simply wanted a massage therapist. In 

any case, I had to allow time for the changing times of the 60’s to work within me. 

I can pinpoint the exact moment when I knew I would no longer be a priest. A blinding 

insight, not unlike the time outside Fiesole when I watched a craftsman making barrels and heard 

the call to a higher service, the call to leave was just as lucid and indisputable. It was lunchtime. 

Father Lee, Monsignor Cliff (Father Ray’s replacement), Father Lawrence, Dennis and I sat at 

the dining room table checking the day’s mail. I opened a letter from the chancery—there was 

going to be a retirement planning session. Not for me, pulsed like a neon sign behind my eyes 

before I had a chance to censor the thought and I knew for sure, as sure as my decision to be 

ordained, that I was not going to retire from the priesthood, that I would be leaving sooner rather 

than later. 

 

 

POST PRIESTHOOD 

Where Do I Go From Here 

Starting two years before ordination with the decision to skip daily mass, it took five years 

to back my way out of the priesthood, to reshape my self image, to decide on a professional 

means of supporting myself. 

Father Gerald had asked a good question. ‘What would I do if I wasn't a priest?’ I had to 

face that and many other questions during the summer after I left the rectory. I was told by the 

chancery (the Diocesan administrative offices) that I was to be considered on leave while I 

absolutely finalized my decision. 

I was sent to a psychiatrist where I mechanically played back the 'rap' I had been telling 

myself and anyone else who would listen. On the fourth visit, I suddenly got very tired of 

hearing myself talk. Even I had enough navel gazing and at one point in the session, I paused, 

looked at the therapist and remembered the words of our winded social work intern, ‘Enough of 

this...I'm going to get the real thing.’ 

I was very aware that I had some adolescent heterosexual fact finding to do. I knew that I 

didn't have to become a jaded playboy but I also couldn't just think my way around the dating 

scene.  
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The psychiatrist remarked with an aggrieved tone, "I feel like you have just been using me 

and I see the need for a lot more work." 

I smiled and thought of all the hours I had spent talking with my father who made me 

analyze and explain every step in the thought process of my leave taking. I thought of all the 

priests I had talked to in Detroit and Chicago who had patiently listened to my robot voiced 

complaints about the church and my rationale for wanting to leave. I looked up at the therapist, "I 

may have some other problems that need addressing, but at this point I've lived in my head with 

constant processing and reflection for so long that I don't even know who I am. It’s time to do, 

not think." 

I had heard of a three-week ecumenical workshop/retreat being held in Chicago. I figured 

that it might be a good half way transition for me. I spent barely two weeks there but it couldn't 

have been better therapy. Housed in an old grade school in a rundown area of the inner city, the 

program demanded live in attendance that included classes and lectures and nondenominational 

spiritual exercises with a mixed group from around the country. A coed seminary? 

The experience was a great antidote for all my years of subservient, compliant submission 

on my way to the priesthood. I scoffed at, questioned and challenged the Religion for Dummies 

level of historical, Biblical and theological lectures. Beyond the intellectual revivalism, I rebelled 

at every turn, acting out against authority figures, refusing to participate in group confession and 

other devotional activities. Basically, I played black sheep to their good shepherd—

deconstructing twelve years of seminary training in twelve days. When I was ready, I drove 

away. 

Around that time, I met a perceptive, discerning nun. One day, sitting on the rock ledge 

along the Lake Michigan shoreline below the Shedd Aquarium we got to talking about my career 

change and what I wanted to do next. 

"I feel like I should help people," I said. "You know...be in a helping profession as a 

teacher, or a counselor...something like that." 

Sister Marilyn looked at me. "You don't sound very convinced about that." 

"Well, that's what I've been telling myself for many years...help others, do good." 

She studied me for a moment. "You know, you could do anything you want to do, study 

anything you want." 

"Like what?" I asked. 
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She thought, "I don't know...think of something you enjoy. I know. You like movies. 

Maybe you should learn how to make movies." 

I suddenly felt a weight lift off my shoulders. She was right. I didn't need to spend the rest 

of my life helping people get up to the starting line...emotionally, educationally. I could work 

with people who were already there, do something concrete and practical. A peace settled over 

me. What a refreshing idea—to actually study something I was interested in—not Aristotelian 

philosophy—not volumes of dry, theological facts—something at which I could excel. 

As I quickly found, it was so much easier, enjoyable and productive to put my mind to an 

exciting subject. My instincts, my cognitive style all worked together. I continued from that point 

to concentrate on what I wanted to know and only what I absolutely needed to know in order to 

accomplish a desired task. Perhaps this approach could be labeled as intellectually lazy but with 

the explosion of information that has come with the advent of the internet, selective attention to 

the information I need has served me well. 

 

Work 

Once, as a priest, I got this a call on Christmas Eve, "When's midnight mass?" 

"Twelve o'clock," I replied into the phone—all part of the job—on duty all the time. I 

responded to calls in the middle of the night for dying parishioners. I was up early for mass in the 

morning and often conducted instructional classes into the evening. I never once counted the 

hours. This was a life-work, a commitment. But once I left the priesthood, I looked at 

employment differently. True to my insights about 'doing' vs. 'being', I insisted on thinking of 

subsequent jobs as things I 'did'. To this day if someone asks me about my writing, I don't say 

"I'm a writer." Instead I say, "I write." It's a small distinction but a very important one for me. In 

order to leave the ministry behind, I had to think of myself as having done ‘priest’ things.  

Now it was time for Joe Novara to do other ‘things’. And if I was going to do them, I was 

going to get paid for doing them—minute by minute, hour by hour. It was like going from an 

attorney doing 'pro bono' work to logging client time. So, you might say I learned not to dedicate 

myself body and soul to future tasks—marriage and parenting excepted. 

On the job, managing a hospital media center, I threw myself into my work with 

enthusiasm and creativity, but the work began at 8:00 and ended at 5:00. Period. This was 

probably not a formula for promotion and career advancement. But I had paid my dues, done my 
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stint in the Peace Corps, Americorps, whatever. It was time to work for myself and my family 

with enthusiasm and interest, fairly and completely but minus the total dedication. My prevailing 

attitude has been—I walked away from God's company...how important can yours be?  

Also, I never got over the relationship of arm-length respect with authority figures that I 

developed in the seminary. Bosses are not buddies or chums. Top-down relationships can inflict 

pain and difficulty. So, while there is no need to toady, I should always stay safely polite and not 

cause direct confrontation unless absolutely necessary. 

 

Why Did You Leave? 

When I have been asked this question, I can only shrug and mumble, “It’s like asking why 

someone got a divorce...the short answer is—it just didn’t work anymore.” I had a two-year 

vocation. I did some good. I hope I didn’t hurt anyone’s faith or feelings. But when it became 

clear that I no longer fit the role in front of me, the only honest thing to do was walk away. So, I 

did. 

I learned not to judge other people’s need for religion. In the process of challenging 

seminary rules and in the context of Vatican II’s evaluation of the status quo, I guess I got a 

rolling start and didn’t stop until I had discovered I no longer wanted or needed the church in my 

life. I threw the baby out with the baptismal water. Not all my classmates or ex priests feel that 

way as evidenced by their continued involvement as practicing Catholics. For me, it soon 

became clear that I was basically trying to convince my congregation to share my thinking, that I 

was trying to free them up from the restrictions and constraints of the church, encouraging them 

to think for themselves, to arrive at a point where they could take what they valued from the 

church while leaving the rest, being in today’s terms, ‘cafeteria Catholics’. I finally realized that: 

1. I was working myself out of a job. If my congregation did what I asked of them, they 

would no longer need me. 

2. That I was acting as a spokesperson for something I no longer believed: the sacraments 

as magically adding to the sum of good in the world; the Church as absolute arbiter of morals 

e.g. birth control. 

3. I had grown away from many in my congregation in terms of devotional and moral 

dependence on the church and found it contradictory and ultimately dishonest to continue as a 

leader. The pre-Vatican II church wasn’t the church I knew and preached. 
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Eventually, the unraveling, the questioning, the distancing continued while I worked in the 

parish—the way my family and others from Cagalupo grew past the need for its structure and 

support. I, gradually, over the two years of active priesthood, drew further and further away from 

the meaning of the liturgy, the importance of the rules and ultimately, the meaning of my 

vocation. 

In all of this, I never lost respect and value for the liturgy of the word—reading scripture 

during the liturgy and giving a cogent, thoughtful sermon. And I’m thankful for the remaining 

few of my classmates who have carried on in their vocations—priests who have honored their 

commitment while implementing the Second Vatican Council; having to close churches and 

carry on despite diminishing vocations to lighten their burden. No, I respect these men and their 

continued dedication. I guess I only had a two year calling to their lifelong work. 

 

“Che Fischieria” 

As I look back on my departure from the ministry there was little negative feedback from 

my family. If they were hurt or disappointed, they didn’t show it. There was one succinct 

exception. When my illiterate grandfather, who only went to church for his own and his five 

daughters’ weddings, found out I was leaving, he looked at me, and with a dismissive shrug, 

said, “che fischieria.” In Italy when fans of the opera or soccer are disappointed in a performance 

they don’t boo, they whistle—fischiare. ‘Che fischieria’ then, meant ‘what a screw up’. I 

immediately knew what he meant. In his practical, first generation immigrant calculation, my 

twelve years schooling wasn’t much of a return on investment. I had to acknowledge he was 

right. I had wasted a lot of my time and energy not to mention the good will and support of 

family members. 

He passed away many years ago. But If I were able to speak to him today, I might explain 

what that experience meant to me—beyond his metric of wasted years of highly specialized 

professional training. The church that seemed so peripheral to his existence was vitally important 

to me as a young man. I ran to it. Clung to it—the liturgy, the rules, the cycle of 

sin/guilt/forgiveness, the secure structure and soothing predictability. The church was there at a 

period in my life when I truly needed it and responded whole heartedly in kind. But later, 

through a combination of circumstances—the probing question of a classmate, the insights of a 

professor, the mind opening spirit of the Vatican Council and, not least, my own gradual 
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maturation—I began to find my own center, to reclaim myself from absolute, unquestioning 

dedication and devotion to the church. While I was gradually leaving, and for some time 

afterwards, I felt somehow victorious over a structure I had outgrown—no orphan could feel 

better about leaving an orphanage. I was a survivor. 

Perhaps if I had not bought into the Church so absolutely, if, like my schoolmate, Mamo, I 

had not bought the whole package, I might not have been so disillusioned, so totally rejecting in 

the end. These days, I still go to church upon occasion, recall the responses and hymns, but 

inside I’m still just a little chary with mixed emotions, like a man returning to a family gathering 

where he once felt both secure and frightened; loved and dominated.  In any case, that was how it 

all played out for me. Ultimately, I have no regrets. I gave it my best shot, sincerely and 

honestly, the way other young people have dedicated themselves to community service and 

global causes. No regrets. 

Some years after I was married, my wife and I had occasion to stop by the parish where I 

had served to retrieve one of the books I had left behind in the rectory attic—the Liber Usualis, a 

book of beautiful Gregorian chant from pre Vatican II days. The pastor, who was in charge when 

I left the parish, met me at the door. He seemed a bit uneasy, as if I were a grown child trying to 

return to the family nest. After establishing that my books had been donated to the seminary to 

train future priests, he asked where I was living at the time. I told him. “Well, I’m sure,” he 

allowed, in a relieved tone, “wherever you are, is where you ought to be.” 

With that, my wife and I went over to the church. After a leisurely scan of the high-vaulted, 

Norman style structure, she shook her head and said, “You didn’t belong here. It was too big for 

you.” I agreed. 

 

Epilogue 

As warm and supportive as an extended family in my Italian neighborhood could be, I 

found it necessary from a very young age to honor the primacy of my own judgment. In my 

world of first generation immigrants there was a certain involvement with illegal operations from 

as common as my grandfather making bathtub gin during the Depression to some of my uncles 

reputedly involved with more organized activities. My father made it clear that there was a line 

one could cross in terms of criminal involvement. A clear line. If one chose to lead a simple, 

white-picket-fence life, no one would think the less of you or bother you. But there was a 
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universally expected and accepted code of silence regarding anything seen or heard. This was 

driven home to me as a seven-year old when I mentioned, over the supper table, that I had told 

the teacher about another student’s cheating. Both parents turned on me and snapped in unison, 

“You never snitch.” My unspoken reaction was, that’s your rule not mine.  

I had my own sense of rules and morality. For example, one of my uncles who played 

basketball on a city league offered me an obviously liberated basketball. I asked him if it was 

stolen. He broke up in laughter and quickly spread the story to other relatives. But in context, I 

knew this encounter was about more than a boosted ball. I was keenly aware that I would be 

indebted to him—crossing the line my father had talked about—and that I would be obliged to 

reciprocate at some point, my moral sensitivities notwithstanding. Funny. I never saw putting 

myself totally and unquestioningly in the hands of the Church as a similar kind of open ended, 

judgment-surrendering commitment until just before I left the priesthood. I was quite angry with 

the Church until quite recently before I finally realized that I was really angry with myself for 

not recognizing as an adult what I had so clearly intuited as a child. Arriving at that insight was 

worth all the effort in writing this account. 

 

 

 


